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Foreword
We are almost through the first United Nations International Decade of People of African
Descent (2015-2024) and the world is wrestling with its worst pandemic. Globally, Afrodescendant communities have been among the hardest hit in terms of numbers of deaths
and infection rates. This is in great part the consequence of structural racial inequalities
and related intersectionalities. But this is not the only story worth sharing. The African
diaspora has shown its leadership, resilience, innovation and solidarity in responding to
COVID-19.
The Ghanaian author Ama Ata Aidoo wrote “humans, not places, make memories.” The
fourth perspective paper of Collateral Benefits - “Voices of the African Diaspora” - aims
to do just that. It is a contribution toward the creation of a collective memory of what
surviving, overcoming and transcending COVID-19 has been like by an exceptional group
of people who are part of a collective of more than 200 million people who identify as being
of African descent around the world.
Our marvelous contributors share with you 43 unique perspectives, building on 38
national identities and experiences, from all the continents of the world. Their insights
and discussions focus on migration and belonging; recognition, justice and human
rights; education, digitalization and social transformation; healing and healthcare;
entrepreneurship, leadership and innovative networks; and ingenuity, creativity and
personal growth.
We thank each of our contributors for their time, generosity and bravery.
We are very proud of this collective effort to create a public record of human memories, of
people of African descent. We hope that these perspectives resonate with you and inspire
you to be the best you that you can be – for you and for others -- wherever you are. We
hope that, if you our readers are inspired, you will help us spread the word and share this
issue. Thank you.

Susana EDJANG
Paula MORENO ZAPATA
Co-lead editors

List of perspect ives
On migration

& belonging
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1. Circumventing borders
Sani LADAN (Cameroon/Spain)

2. Visas and vaccines

Sarah J. OWUSU (Denmark/Ghana/South Africa)

3. Claiming my identity’s journey
Sharon ATTIPOE-DORCOO (Ghana/USA)

4. Unearthing roots in a pandemic
JJ GBADAGO (Nigeria/Phillipines/Hong Kong)

5. Finding power at the margins
Dr. Yabome GILPIN-JACKSON (S. Leone/Can)

6. From Paris to Death and Chaos
Rico WASHINGTON (USA)

7. From Global Displacement to Pan-Africanist
Action
Veronica FYNN BRUEY (Lib/Gha/Can/USA)
8. My duty to my motherland Africa
Jesusa ONA (Eq. Guinea/Spain/Switzerland

23. Collective healing as a
resilience strategy
Maik CAICEDO YEPES (Colombia)

24. Some Fight COVID-19 While Others Fight Dust
Fanidh SANOGO (Burkina Faso/Ghana)

25. From Skilled Professionals to Essential Workers
Fatmatta DUMBUYA-MUNU (S. Leone/Can/Aus)

26. Ebola Recovery Efforts Still Matter
Mariama Cire KEITA (USA/Guinea/Puerto Rico)

27. A Zimbabwean woman grieves
Dorcas GWATA (Zimbabwe/UK)

28. African lifestyle and culinary solutions vs obesity
Phyllis MUFFUH NAVTI (Cameroon/Qatar)

29. Solidarity is the lifeline
Rodrigo FAUSTINO (Brazil)

,

On entrepreneurship, leadership
On recognition
& innovative networks
justice & human rights
9. How did we get here?
Danilo DE SOUSA NHANTUMBO (Moz/USA)

10. We must exist beyond our communities
Milene MOLINA ARANCIBIA (Chile)

11. I love who I have become
Amuna MOHAMED (UAE/Somalia/Yemen)

12. A global call for human rights
Aua BALDE (Guinea Bissau/Portugal)

13. Radically rethink Africa’s assertion in the world
Lionel ZEVOUNOU (Benin/France)

14. Reclaiming our identities is reclaiming our dignity
Sena VONCUJOVI (Ghana/Japan)

30. African leadership for a shared
future
Athenkosi PETER (South Africa/Tanzania)

31. The evolution of the “djangué”
Lucía MBOMÍO (Spain)

32. From the pact of resilience, to the impact of
transcendence
Edgard GOUVEIA JÚNIOR (Brazil)

33. Not letting a crisis go to waste
Jerry CHEAMBE (Cameroon/Germany)

34. We must transcend our leaders
Dr. Bismark ASUMADU (Ghana/New Zealand)

35. Integrity of Purpose against Herd Mentality
Ewurasi DEI-ANANG (Ghana/UK)

36. Repurposing philanthropy

On education,digitalization
& social transformation On ingenuity, creativity
& personal growth
15. Optimism as a way of life
Susana Edjang (Eq. Guinea/Spain)

Marva Weatherborn (Guatemala)

16. Education must be life-changing

37. The importance of choosing your perspective

Matinga Ragatz (Eq. Guinea/USA)

Natasha GRAHAM DOUGLAS (Monserrat/UK)

17. Feminist pedagogy to empower students
Aurora Vergara-Figueroa (Colombia)

18. My journey through the pandemic liminal space
Joann Ihuoma ANOKWURU (Nigeria/Canada)

19. U.N.C.E.R.T.A.I.N.

Hannah FAKIR (Cameroon/Morocco/Spain)

20. No longer taking life for granted
Rev. Dr. Julius Weche (Kenya)

21. Deepening connections, around the corner &
across the ocean
Lucas OLÓ FERNANDES (Eq. Guinea/Portugal)

22. Dancing the silence

Carlos ÁLVAREZ BENÍTEZ (Colombia/Spain)

38. We need to build empathy beyond shared
experiences
Nerice GIETEL (Curaçao/Hong Kong)

39. The Gold in the Shadows
Simone BOLSHAW (UK)

40. Love in the time of a global pandemic
Inmaculada ESONO (Eq. Guinea/Germany)

41. Finding intimacy and clarity
Baff AKOTO (Ghana/UK)

42. Rust - A COVID-19 Reflection
Dorothy Oye ADU-AMANKWAH (Ghana/USA)

43. Friends reach out
Thaís SENA (Brazil)
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1. Circumvent ing borders
Sani LADAN (Cameroon) is an intecultural mediator, graduate of

International Relations based in Andalusia, Spain. Sani is also the vice president of
the ELÍN Association, Ceuta, Spain, that welcomes and offers support and guidance to
migrants.

Many world leaders used war metaphors
to describe the health, economic and
psychological crisis that the world faced in
the COVID-19 pandemic. There were global
calls for a strategy of empathy and unity in
the face of a common enemy. Countries the
world over reacted differently, however,
often closing borders and displaying little
solidarity, escalating into acts of pillage and
absurd competition. In addition to scenes of
modern piracy - stealing masks on airport
runways - the United States left the WHO for
a few months, and the vaccine race did not
promote as much collaboration as we hoped.
Countries competed as if medals were
at stake, and developed nations hoarded
vaccines to the detriment of the Global
South, especially Africa.

As of May 2021, African
countries had only been able to
administer 1.5% of the world’s
vaccines and four African
countries, despite having placed
orders, had not received any.
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Although viruses do not understand borders
or social stratifications, it seems that
governments only understand the world
through them. In this sense, the pandemic
and the responses to it have reflected, and
often increased, the impact of existing
inequalities, especially with respect to
new immigrants, temporary workers and
refugees. The pandemic, and the closure or

hardening of border controls, has worsened
economic crises in poor countries, which in
turn has increased the number of migrants
crossing the sea to reach Europe.
In 2020, more than 16,000 migrants, the
vast majority Africans, arrived by boat in
the Canary Islands, where humanitarian
aid has been deficient. In Andalusia, even
when the rest of the population was under
lockdown, African seasonal workers did not
stop working. Seasonal workers are poorly
paid, do not have access to social protection,
and most of them live in shanty towns in
subhuman conditions and without access
to health care. Yet they have kept food on
tables during a global pandemic.
One of the great lessons of the disappointing
global and national responses to a common
threat that reveals how vulnerable and
interdependent we are, is that the most
vulnerable and oppressed people have risked
their lives so that European people could
meet one of their most basic needs - food.
Suffocated by layers of physical and social
borders, without using words or rhetoric, on
the hottest or coldest days during a global
pandemic they ensured the supply of food,
a commodity which can better circumvent
borders than the human beings who harvest it.

#inequali t ies #seasonalworkers
#food

2. V isas and vaccines
Sarah J. OWUSU (Ghana/Denmark/South Africa)

is ºthat focus on documenting and sharing African perspectives and stories of everyday
African leadership in order to shift global narratives. Based in South Africa, she is an
award-winning organisation development practitioner and coach, and applies her
expertise to the innovation space through the boutique consultancy, InkDot.

Today I googled the vaccine rollout for
Denmark to see whether I - a Danish citizen
living abroad - might be eligible.

just personal, but embedded in our
structures and systems, and is now playing
out at a global scale with access to vaccines.

I am an African woman, Danish-Ghanaian,
who was born in Botswana. I have lived in
many places, including 10 years in London
and the last 6 years in Mozambique. I am
currently relocating to Johannesburg. Before
COVID-19 grounded us all, my passport
regularly ran out of pages. I am no novice
in the bureaucracy of visa applications,
submissions, denials and (fingers crossed)
approvals, but it never gets less stressful.

As of June 2021, less than 1%
of Africa’s population have
been vaccinated and as vaccine
roll outs speed ahead globally,
just 1% of all vaccines
administered globally are on
the African continent.

In my personal experience, my identity has
always been at odds with the restrictive
labels of nationality. And, practically
speaking, I often find that I fall between
the cracks of countries that don’t know
how to treat my planetary existence. No
doubt the beetroot passport that I carry
affords me many unearned privileges; in
2021, Denmark features at 4th place in the
passport power rankings. But in a dramatic
twist and with the appearance of what has
been branded “the South African variant”
of COVID-19, travelling to and from my new
home is not so straightforward.
But I do not write this for sympathy…What
my google search brought up was firstly, a
grappling with my own sense of entitlement
to “skip the queue” by flashing my
European nationality when it suits me. And
secondly, how this entitlement is not

The very pandemic that demonstrates the
interconnectedness of people and places has
also tethered us to artificial national borders
and the structural inequality that these
bring with them.
If COVID-19 has shown us anything it is that
what seemed certain can be disrupted and
transformed - we can change the rules of
the game to serve all of humanity. Indeed, it
is urgent and necessary that we do, so that
access to vaccines is not a passport lottery.

#borders #vaccines
#injust ice
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3. Claiming my ident i ty’s journey
Dr. Sharon ATTIPOE-DORCOO (Ghana/

United States), is PhD, MPH, is the bicultural Ghanaian- American author of a

children’s book and also independent consultant & co-principal of TERSHA LLC, which
provides technical assistance and support using analytics, critical research & analysis,
and culturally-relevant evaluation to assist organizations in making evidence-based
decisions that yield equitable outcomes in their communities. Dr. Attipoe-Dorcoo
received her Master of Public Health (MPH) and PhD from the University of Texas
School of Public Health, and she was recently nominated into the Advancing CulturallyResponsive and Equitable (ACE) Evaluation Network to join a community of racially and
ethnically diverse evaluators.

The past year has been challenging on all
levels, and I have felt stretched in all aspects
of my life. During this period I have also
learned more about myself, and how I relate
to and see the world. I tend to reflect on who
I am, or my identity, and how that plays
a role in my work (defined very broadly).
In trying to define and understand the
concept of identity through my lens and
lived experiences, I have realized over the
years that social descriptions of any human
being are as complex as a spider web; not
a monolith, but a cacophony of narratives.
Lately, my passion for reflection has become
clear, and I revel in the joy of doing so as
I penning these perspectives of how I am
surviving, overcoming, transcending, and
hopefully transforming my future and that
of others who might read these words.
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I was born in Ghana and remember growing
up like most kids in Ghana, finding identity
in the career path I wanted to pursue. I was
determined to be a lawyer because I got
into trouble several times in school as was
known as a “talkative” child. Yep, lawyers
were apparently chatterboxes in my mind! It
wasn’t until I emigrated from Ghana to the
United States that I had the thought of going
into healthcare. Even then I had the delusion
of becoming a doctor and a lawyer at the
same time. (Or was it a delusion?

I now believe in that possibility more than
I did back then). In hindsight, this fiery
attitude, together with my faith and beliefs
were exactly what I needed to get to where I
am today.
I spent my teenage years and early
adulthood in the United States, where I
found both a true home and my place in
the world. But my identity has been shaped
by my African experiences and dreams
too. Thus, I now consider myself plainly
a bi-cultural, fiery, millennial GhanaianAmerican Black woman, Jesus follower,
wife, mom, scientist, researcher, evaluator,
author, poet, singer, and aspiring trailblazer
in the field of health.

During the COVID-19
pandemic I realized that as my
identity evolves it makes me
increasingly unique in the way
I approach the world.
It is through this evolution of my identity
that my skills, interests, and lived
experiences have been shaped. And this
has given me the tools to transcend the
challenges of this global pandemic and

#ident i tyevolut ion
#embracecomplexi ty

4. Unearthing roots in a pandemic
JJ GBADAGO (Hong Kong/Nigeria) is a Nigerian born in the

Philippines who works as an English as Second Language (ESL) teacher and a model.

To me, as a foreigner living in a land not
far from the epicenter of COVID-19, the
pandemic has been a roller-coaster ride
which has yet to end.

Surprisingly for me, as an
African living in Hong Kong,
my experience has given me
the opportunity to be more
in tune with my roots and
African culture.
Being unable to travel abroad I attended
events at the Africa Centre HK, in the heart
of the city, and took every opportunity that
enabled me to meet more Africans.
In the summer of 2019 I had planned to
travel to work in Europe via North Africa.
I had grown weary of living in a small city
in which you had to go out of your way to
meet people from different backgrounds
and cultures. Hong Kong mainly draws two
main crowds of foreigners - Westerners
employed by corporations, working in IT or
in education, and “Others”, mainly from
southeast Asia, who work as maids, nannies
and in service industries. These groups
seldom mix and as the pandemic worsened
around the world, I found myself stuck
between the two in Hong Kong.
Little did I know that this would allow me to
explore my curiosity about African culture
and get to know others like myself. Hong
Kong’s population is over 95% Chinese, and
one can easily imagine how few Africans
there are among the non-Chinese group.

However, though most venues closed during
lockdown, the Africa Centre was one of the
few that remained open. I was thus able
to meet people from different parts of the
continent, some from countries I had never
even heard about.
Almost every weekend I enjoyed cuisine of a
different African country;part from Nigerian
(of course) my favourites are Ethiopian and
Eritrean. I was also exposed to music from
across the continent. These evenings gave
me a sense of being back ‘Home’ in Nigeria
and fuelled my desire to return. Most of all,
these Afrocentric events - taking Afrobeatz
classes, being a panelist at the ‘Celebrating
African Women in Hong Kong’ event earlier
this year - gave me the opportunity to
celebrate my ‘blackness’.
I realised that, despite my busy work
schedule, I need to do more to share my
African roots and culture, to make the
presence of Africans in Hong Kong more
profound and visible. With over fifty
countries Africa is a huge continent and
my knowledge of it is small. But during the
pandemic my knowledge has grown, and I
want to share it with Hong Kong as a whole.
If all this can happen during a pandemic, I
wonder how much more we Africans abroad
could do when things get back to ‘normal’.

#africanroots #ci ty #culture
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5. F inding power at the margins
Dr. Yabome GILPIN-JACKSON (Sierra Leone/

Canada) is a dreamer, doer and storyteller, committed to imaging and leading
the futures we want through award-winning human and organisation development
scholar+thinker. She is co-founder of We Will Lead Africa, editor at Collateral Benefits
and can often be found speaking, writing and curating Global African identity, leadership
and belonging stories. You can find her writings on Amazon.
The African Diaspora experience is one
of liminality, of existing everywhere, yet
belonging nowhere. It is an experience of
psychological homelessness - of being an
insider-outsider and on the margins of all
the spaces you occupy. Geographic exclusion
and oppression, professional barriers, being
subject to the body politic and horrors of public
genocide - the Black Diaspora experience is
riddled with the historic and contemporary
traumas of systemic oppressions. Alongside
this is the equally damaging psychological
experience in the constant microaggression
of being asked: Where are you from? This
experience extends into internalized
oppression, when Diasporan Africans are
excluded from their African home countries
or experience xenophobia in other African
countries.
Because of ongoing political, social and
complexities of global wealth inequalities,
going back to Africa as a solution to the
homelessness of the Diaspora experience has
never been easy – not in 1789 when the first
Freetown colony of repatriated freed slaves
was burned down, not today (as noted in
Fynn-Bruey’s perspective). Diasporan Africans
find ourselves asking: Where do we belong?
The COVID-19 pandemic only brought this
question further to the surface as we watched
Black peoples disproportionately affected in
the Global North, physically or economically,
because of overarching systemic oppressions.
Where does that leave us?
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My resolve through all this and into the future
has been this:

(1) To operate from the place of resonance,
where I let our stories of struggle and
resistance guide me to keep raising my voice
rather than give up, like in this Tedx Talk.
(2) To call on the power of what our Diaspora
sister Bell Hooks called edgewalking and
choosing marginality as a powerful site for
change agency.
The liminality of the African Diaspora
provides the possibility of speaking up
from the margins and therefore being a
bridge builder to a better future;
(3) To heed the advice of a South African
colleague: instead of worrying about the
rejection and exclusion African returnees
experience, we must “not make ourselves
strangers.” We must claim the heritage of our
belonging, even when we make hard decisions
by forced migration or choice to live in the
Diaspora. I claim Africa, whether on a stage at
an Ivy League school speaking at a conference
or on a trip home to Sierra Leone where I’m
referred to as “Or Potho” (White Person) or
“Just Cam” (newly returned visitor). I simply
remind people in all contexts, that Africa
belongs to me and I belong to her.
The world will always remind me, as Peter
Tosh warned, that as long as you are Black, you
are an African. We are our Ancestors’ wildest
dreams... and we must continue to find power
at the margins for the generations after us and
for our collective Black Futures.

#belonging #resonance #heri tage

6. From Paris to death and chaos
Rico WASHINGTON (United States) is an exhibited

artist, published writer and activist based in New York City. He is currently a Team Lead
with @StreetRidersNYC, a cyclist protest group focusing on justice for the murders of
unarmed Black people at the hands of United States law enforcement.
Less than six months after I stepped off the
plane at JFK airport in New York City, the
entire world swiftly descended into chaos. It
was as if I’d jettisoned the winds of change
onto the tarmac. Winds that would soon stir
up a chaotic cocktail of confusion, carnage
and perpetual uncertainty. I’d just completed
two profoundly life changing years in Paris
and Berlin (pursuing an advanced degree in
the process) and had firm plans to return in
April of 2020. I’d narrowly escaped the bulk
of our recently elected president Donald
Trump’s Twitterstorm tyranny when I left
the United States in 2017. Yet by February of
last year, it was certain that forces unseen
had designs to lay waste to my well laid
plans.
At the onset of the pandemic, I’d absconded
to the bucolic environs of upstate New
York where the pestilence was less severe
and concentrated. Upon my return to the
densely populated New York City in mid
April, I realized just how much mankind
was on a collision course with disaster. As I
witnessed my future opportunities become
trapped in amber, I was resigned to map out
an alternate future that was not mired in
dismay. I thought of what I’d left behind in
the European locales that brought me such
joy and liberation. A joy and liberation that
eluded me as a Black American in my native
land. I thought of the vinyl records I’d left
behind at the apartments of friends in Paris
and Berlin. The lovers and the sweet wine. All
acting as breadcrumbs to help me retrace my
steps. Receipts of my obligation to return. If I
could only get back on that plane.

In the interim, the great American
pastime of lynching defenceless Black
citizens began to make national news
again. Amidst the pandemic the deaths
of unarmed Black Americans such
as George Floyd and Breonna Taylor
triggered a second wave of Black Lives
Matter protests. I threw myself into
the fold, joining a horde of masked and
concerned folks who sought to exercise
their civic duty to participate in the
widespread, multi-city civil unrest in
order to affect change.

In lieu of longing for the
tarmac and boarding passes, I
engaged in the fight for Black
lives.

On foot and on bicycle I took to the
streets with the restless and huddled
masses yearning to breathe free from
oppression. My vinyl records, lovers
and sweet wine would have to wait.

#BlackLivesMatter #StudyAbroad
#Pandemic #Europe
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7. From global displacement toPan-Africanist act ionº
Veronica FYNN BRUEY (Liberia/Ghana/Canada/

United States)

is an academic, researcher and consultant.She is the founder
of the Africa Awareness Initiative, which advocated for the first and only African
Studies Program at the University of British Columbia; founder and editor-in-chief
of the Journal of Internal Displacement; co-founder and Executive Director of TukiTumarankeh; founder of the Law and Society’s research network on Displaced People;
and founder of the Voice of West African Refugees (VOWAR) at the Buduburam Refugee
settlement in Ghana.

After submitting my PhD dissertation in
October 2016, I searched for jobs everywhere
in the United States and Canada. Despite
having six university degrees from worldclass institutions across four continents, no
one would hire me. When I did get a gig, it
paid roughly USD $8 per hour irrespective
of my qualifications. Frustrated and angry,
I reasoned that returning to the continent
would be best. Where should I go? Liberia,
where I was born and raised was an option,
but unfortunately, I was not ready to return
just yet. After surviving three years of the
civil war, I fled to Ghana for survival in 1992.
Therefore, my preferred option was Ghana,
the country saved my life, hosting me as a
refugee for 9 years, and gave me secondary
and university education. It was payback
time. Also, I could immerse my only child
in Ghanaian/African culture for the first
6 years of his life and wouldn’t have to
deal with racist Canada and America. But
moving to rural Ghana, I was humiliated and
discriminated against because of my sex and
my achievements.
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The painful truth of rejection, loss, and
emptiness I feel is heartbreaking and
challenging. Returning to the United
States and now Canada in the middle of the
pandemic is a constant struggle of cognitive
dissonance. On the one hand I am always
asked where I am from, meaning I do not
belong in Canada. Yet on the other I am no
longer welcome in Ghana and Liberia,

two places that strongly define who I have
become.

The fragmentation between
African nationalities in Canada
is concerning, as is the chasm
between descendants of
Africans who were enslaved
and more recent African
immigrants who collectively
make up the diaspora.
I am no stranger to advocating for
needed changes for our African diaspora
community, turning my frustration into
action in the context of pan-Africanism,
working towards a more comprehensive,
cohesive, and inclusive diaspora.
To this end, I have recently accepted the
post of assistant professor (tenure- track) in
the Department of Legal Studies, Centre for
Social Sciences, Faculty of Humanities and
Social Sciences at Athabasca University. In
this role, I will be teaching and conducting
interdisciplinary research which cuts across
law, global public health, and psychology.

#PanAfricanism #Migrat ion
#Displacement

8. My duty to my motherland
Jesusa ONA (Equatorial Guinea/Spain/Switzerland),

is an entrepreneur and the founder of the Geneva-based Gender, Diversity and Equality
Consulting Agency (GDECA www.gdeca.org) specialised in the management of equal
opportunities.
Living in a world where COVID-19
dominated the news and clouded our ability
to understand the present to prepare for the
future, I found myself appreciating that, at
least I had more time with myself. Time that
I needed to reflect about my life’s journey.

Nigeria’s oil can be found in Italy, 23.6%
from the Ivorian cocoa sector goes to
Germany, and so on. For United Kingdom
based businesses, in 2019 Africa provided
the highest rate of return on inward foreign
direct investment anywhere in the world.

I am in my late 40s and it dawned on me
that I had been working since I was 14 years
old. Although there were many difficult
challenges, I have been able to accomplish
a lot of the things I set out to do: I am the
mother of a wonderful son, I completed my
studies and I work in my field of expertise,
I have visited many countries in different
continents, I speak five languages, I have
started my own business. However, as an
Africa- born black woman who lives in and
contributes to the development of Europe,
there is something missing: I have not been
contributing directly and meaningfully to
Africa.

I have lived nearly all my life in Europe and
I feel that this is a crucial moment for me
to contribute to the transformation of the
continent by moving there.

I feel frustrated that all my
knowledge, my spending,
my taxes, among other
things, do not contribute
that much to the sustainable
development and growth of
Africa
Although European countries are the biggest
collective aid donor to the African continent,
contributing €20 billion in development
aid per year, this is offset by the $80 billion
per year that Africa loses through illicit
financial flows that tend to benefit Europe.

The COVID-19 pandemic made me realise
that I will not be fulfilled unless I contribute
to the transformation of Africa directly.
Visiting African countries with my son or
sending money to relatives is no longer
enough. I am aware that I am part of a
bigger trend of people of African descent
thinking about or moving to Africa for
good. I understand this and I am preparing
myself by learning about their experiences,
training myself on African investments
and researching business opportunities
in different countries. One big take- away
for me was the realisation of the necessity
and the power of setting multiple incomes
that can help me to invest faster in African
ventures and at the same time allow me to
reach financial freedom.
I miss my village, I miss Africa and I will feel
incomplete if I do not return there to do my
duty. I am confident that once I can invest
in and contribute to the motherland, I will
feel free and finally have a sense of deep
personal accomplishment.

#circularmigrat ion #investment
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9. How did we get here?
Danilo DE SOUSA NHANTUMBO

(Mozambique/United States) is an entrepreneur from Mozambique, running
a firm remotely from the United States. He works to defend the rights of nature and to
empower others.
In January 2021, Mozambique faced a surge
in COVID-19 cases and subsequent deaths.
This was another blow to a nation gripped
by perpetual upheaval since attaining
independence in 1975 - civil war, famine,
drought, flooding, corruption and public
health crises. COVID-19 is the new kid on
the block, but certainly not the deadliest
considering it is competing with malaria,
cholera, and HIV/AIDS.
The ‘Rona has been catastrophic globally,
and has challenged Mozambique on
many fronts. Despite this, the greatest
preoccupation for me and many other
Mozambicans is the ghastly conflict in Cabo
Delgado. The snippets of news that filter out
of the besieged province - of beheadings
and massacres - are as heart-breaking as
they are confounding. Even if details about
the belligerents and their motives are often
obscure, we can be certain that many people
are dying, many more are being displaced
and there is no clear or easy path to peace.
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We need to reflect deeply on the
circumstances that cause us to arrive at
these precipices and dive into abysses of
violence with such frequency. I vaguely
remember the civil war in the late 80’s
and early 90’s - foggy recollections of
the privileged - yet today a whole new
generation of children must live through the
death and devastation, displacement and
dislocation that others experienced during
the wars fought on our soil since 1964.

The liminality of the
African Diaspora provides
the possibility of speaking
up from the margins and
therefore being a bridge
builder to a better future;
Sitting here, some 13,000 kilometres away
from Palma, the international reference
point for the conflict in Cabo Delgado, I feel
compelled to learn from these disasters in
order to apply the knowledge to the work
that must be done in Mozambique and
beyond. If we don’t create an evidence-based
consensus to understand how we arrived at
this point, how can there be scope to correct
our trajectory in unison?

#CaboDelgado #Mozambique
#trauma #consensus

10. We must exist beyond our communi t ies
Milene MOLINA ARANCIBIA

(Chile) is an
anti-racist feminist and social activist who this year has been an independent Afrodescendant candidate to the Constitutional Assembly, the body that will draft the
new Chilean constitution, representing District 1, which corresponds to Arica and
Parinacota, the northernmost region of Chile. Among other things, Milene directs the
Afro-descendant Development Office of the Community Development Directorate of the
Municipality of Arica and is the Southern Cone Regional Coordinator of the Network of
Afro-Latin, Afro-Caribbean and Diaspora Women.
Since 18 October 2019 in Chile, the
majority of the population has demanded
a new constitution to break away from the
neoliberalism of the dictator Pinochet; a
new constitution drawn up by an elected
Constitutional Assembly representative of all
Chileans, including indigenous peoples and
Afro- descendants. Before the pandemic it
was agreed that this Constitutional Assembly
would be fully representative, with reserved
seats for women and indigenous groups.
But Afro-descendant people were left out.
Despite the fact that finally in 2019 Law
21,151 formally recognized the existence
of the Chilean Afro-descendant people,
parliamentarians hid behind their prejudice
and ignorance to exclude Afro- descendants
from this process.
The COVID-19 pandemic caught us in the
middle of this struggle, trying to ensure
representation in the second round of
candidacies for the Constitutional Assembly.
Despite the challenges the pandemic has
posed, especially for the most vulnerable
(the indigenous, Afro-descendants, labor
migrants, the unregistered), we persevered.
At least 15 Afro-descendant groups continued
to work to guarantee our representation
in this important process. These groups
formed an independent coalition with the
#SúmateAhora program, advocating from a
feminist perspective for the decentralization
of public powers, the recognition of social and
racial diversity, the protection of the social
and economic rights, and the protection of
our environment and natural resources.

All the other parties offered us places
on their lists as independents, but
our communities, led by the younger
generations, demanded that for the
first time we should not dilute the
voice of Afro-descendant people; that
we should have faith in our ancestry,
resilience and the transformative
capacity of our people.
It was a decision that required a lot of
courage and work because we did not have
the experience, funds and infrastructure of
the other groups. I presented myself as one
of the three Afro-descendant constituents
which Arica and Parinacota, my region, could
present.
Alas, the Afro-descendant community did
not gain a representative, but we gained
enough support to ensure that our voices and
history - past, present and future - will not be
silenced or erased.
We still have much to do. Afro- descendants
must organize not just culturally, but
politically and socially. In 2023, for the first
time ever, Afro- descendants will be counted
in the national census. We must be prepared
to ensure that our numbers have a significant
impact in Santiago, the capital, where
decisions are made.

#poli t icalrepresentat ion #Chile #AfroDecade 15

11. I love who I have become
Amuna MOHAMED (United Arab Emirates) is a

Somali-Yemini activist and entrepreneur from the United Arab Emirates (UAE) who in
2020 founded of the Black Arabs Collective, an Instagram platform that aims to raise
awareness about race and racism across the Arab world.

The pandemic has been emotionally
overwhelming and transformative – both
for personal and professional reasons. There
was so much uncertainty about the future
and our agency in how we could lead our
lives that it was really important to deal with
the situation head on. COVID-19 has claimed
the lives of many family members and loved
ones, including that of my own mother, and
has resulted in the end of my most important
romantic relationship to date.
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The global Black Lives Matter movement
was also life-rearranging. As a queer, Black
Arab woman, it made me re-consider mine
and my family’s experience with race in the
Middle East. It was a painful journey but also
a journey of healing. I felt shame and guilt
for having internalized the limitations of
my potential as a Black human being, and of
the value I had attached to some attributes
bestowed on me: Nilotic features, lighter
skin, the professional background of my
parents, not looking like some expected
Africans to look and similar racist rhetoric.
I felt shame and guilt for being grateful for
my privileges and doing nothing to ensure
these were extended, to other people of
African- descent, especially black people
of African descent across the Middle East. I
decided to start the Black Arabs Collective
(BAC) because I knew there was a wide
range of people, like me, of Black African
descent, and that it was important to talk
about race in the Middle East and across the
Arab world. Social change starts with us, but
before we demand the change we must first
understand ourselves and what we need to
change in ourselves.

This activism required real commitment and
helped keep me sane, so I quit my job and
decided to focus on it fully, leaving a steady
income to face what was happening to me.
I was aware that I had had an inferiority
complex when I was younger but thought I
had left it behind. The BAC movement made
me realise I was still damaged, that I have
carried the trauma of racism within me.
My family is Muslim and extremely
conservative. Dealing with and accepting
my queerness meant that I have been in and
out of therapy for some years. I felt, and
still feel, that I need to protect my family’s
honour and hide who I am. I had to distance
myself from them and it was always oh so
painful. But although I love my family and
my culture, I disagree with their morals.
I plan to continue working in public service
because I want to live in a world where
things are different, where I can fully exist
and not feel alien. Not limited in my freedom
to speak about queer and Black people’s
rights and my own safety.
I am no longer ashamed. I am not insecure
about things that are beyond me. I am proud
of my body regardless of my weight. I lead
with kindness and compassion. I love who I
have become.

#BlackArabMuslim
#BlackLivesMatter #LGBT QI

12. A global call for human rights
Aua BALDE (Guinea Bissau/Portugal) is a member of

the United Nations Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances of
the Human Rights Council. She is also a researcher and lecturer at the Católica Global
School of Law in Lisbon, Portugal. Aua holds a LL.M. degree from Harvard Law School
in International Human Rights Law and has been admitted to the Portuguese and
Bissau- Guinean Bar Associations. She has worked as a lawyer, human rights activist
and UN peacekeeper in Guinea-Bissau, Senegal, Côte d’Ivoire, Central African Republic,
Portugal, and the United Kingdom.

The outbreak of the global pandemic
has emphasised the critical importance
of the enjoyment of human rights, in
particular economic, social and cultural
rights. The right to health is central to
global, regional and national approaches
to addressing the pandemic, including
access to and distribution of COVID-19
vaccines. The pandemic made apparent the
interconnectedness of such global challenges
and the need for a worldwide approach in
tackling such issues; yet, paradoxically,
global responses have been uncoordinated
and self-serving, leaving behind the most
vulnerable and disempowered people from
the poorest countries.
The right to benefit from scientific
advancement, to education, to food, to
an adequate standard of living and many
other economic, social and cultural rights
are being severely impacted by pandemicrelated restrictions such as constraints on
the movement of people. For many in Guinea
Bissau, where I am from, these restrictions
are adding another layer to the hurdles to
access opportunities in an already difficult
environment where social protection is
limited or nonexistent. Similarly, rights
to housing and work have been severely
compromised for people of African descent
across the world. In Portugal, where I live,
this is the case among Afro- descendants
in underprivileged neighborhoods such as
“Jamaica” in Lisbon, where COVID-19 is
hitting hardest.

Adopting online learning and business
cultures is a potential solution. Yet in
many parts of the world access to the
internet, technological gadgets and even
electricity is still very limited. In GuineaBissau, for instance, although 79% of the
population has access to a mobile phone,
internet penetration stands at 13% and
access to electricity is scarce. Overlooking
such realities will inevitably result in the
deepening of existing inequalities and the
emergence of new ones.

Hence, while digitalization offers
great opportunities, for it to be
effective it must be understood
as a supplementary tool, not as a
replacement for existing working
and teaching modalities.
And let’s not forget that the erosion of
rights is felt particularly by women and
girls who are working and/or studying
while simultaneously being in charge of or
contributing to a household, in many cases
as primary caregivers. We must ensure
universal primary and secondary education
across the world, and concrete measures
must be taken to guarantee the return of
girls to schools post-Covid confinement.
In the aftermath of the pandemic, we need
to fast track critical issues to ensure full
enjoyment of all human rights for all.

#humanrights #educat ion
#womenandgirls #digi talizat ion
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13. Radically rethink Africa's assert ion in the world
Lionel ZEVOUNOU (Benin/France) is co-founder of the

Collective for the Renewal of Africa (CORA), a Pan- African intellectual collective of 100+
social and natural scientists, historians, writers, medical doctors and artists from across
Africa and the Diaspora. He is also Associate Professor of Public Law at the University
of Paris Nanterre (CTAD, UMR 7074), France, where he researches law, legal theory,
social sciences and economic law. Since 2018, for five consecutive years, he has been
distinguished by the Institut Universitaire de France, the highest honour among Francebased academics.

The health crisis of the last year, in France
as in Europe, has exposed widespread
inequalities in access to healthcare. In
Île- de-France, Seine Saint-Denis, a
department which hosts one of the largest
concentrations of immigrants in Europe,
the pandemic accentuated the social and
economic inequalities that residents regularly
experience. According to the French National
Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies,
at the height of the COVID-19 crisis if you
were a foreign-born national or resident your
mortality rate was more than double the rate
of someone born in France.

We can still see it in the unequal and unfair
access to vaccines or in the difficulty that
countries of the South had in obtaining masks
and other protective equipment. We were
more than ever the embodiment of the Third
World.

Disturbingly, and to make things worse, a
note from the French Ministry of Foreign
Affairs’ Center for Analysis and Strategic
Forecasting (CAPS) entitled “the Pangolin
effect”, linked coronavirus with increased
exposure to wildlife on the continent to
health, biosafety and global security risks.
The French media frenzy and viral nature of
this note, intended or not, produced tangible
effects within France on the already growing
negative perceptions about the African
continent.

As the result of a letter published on April 13,
2020 calling on African leaders to radically
rethink policy, the Collective for African
Renewal (CORA) was born to unite the
intellectual forces of the continent and renew
how it is and can be perceived. Beyond its
human impact, the crisis calls on Africans to
propose solutions to their problems without
being dependent on outside agencies. If
we don’t, we will remain dependent on the
notes published by CAPS, Chatham House,
Brookings Institute, etc. That’s why it’s just
a matter of survival. All this has already been
said by much more illustrious personalities:
from Fanon to Cabral via Biko: emancipation
will not come by anyone other than us.

Beyond the hyperbole that characterizes
CAPS’ research, it none the less showed
certain lucidity.
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Few African countries were ready to
deal with a major health crisis. This
was the reality and we must not hide it
from ourselves.

At the same time, the African Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (Africa CDC),
founded only in 2017, was successful in
equipping teams in all African countries to
ensure they had COVID-19 test capacity (from
only six countries able to carry out tests at the
start of the pandemic).

#mediabias #AfricanNarrat ives

14. Reclaiming our ident i t ies is reclaiming our digni ty
Sena VONCUJOVI

(Ghana/Japan) is a social entrepreneur.

He is the co-founder of Jaspora, a community organization that brings together the
Japan-based African diaspora and their allies through events, initiatives, and Afrocentric discussions. Sena is also the founder of ReVodution: Voodoo Education, a
platform that aims to educate the world about African spiritual and herbal traditions. He
is currently a Yenching Scholar at Peking University, China, and serving as the EditorIn-Chief of the University’s Africa Think Tank (PATT).

People of Afro-Japanese heritage like me (I
am Ghanian-Japanese) are not considered
“true” Japanese due to our darker complexion.
People like me are often bullied at school
or made to feel like foreigners in our own
country. However, we represent Japan too;
we are becoming more visible and growing in
number. From Naomi Osaka, the tennis player,
to Rui Hachimura, the NBA player, or Ariana
Miyamoto and Aisha Harumi Tochigi, Miss
Universe Japan 2015 and 2020, respectively,
and many more. We are part of Japan and
deserve societal acceptance as Japanese people.
Afro-Japanese encounters go as far back as
the 16th century with Yasuke, a Black samurai
who served Oda Nobunaga in feudal Japan. By
the late 17th century, several hundred Africans
lived in the Dutch enclaves of Japan. In the
20th century, African-American leaders such
as W.E.B Du Bois engaged with Japanese elites
to expose American racism at the League of
Nations. WWII brought in tens of thousands of
African-American soldiers, many of whom had
mixed-Japanese children. Nowadays, there are
more and more African migrants and biracial
people like me, and racial discrimination is
not a foreign problem or a novelty in Japan.
We can shift the conversation about how to
make Japanese society more inclusive for Afrodescendants. As for Japan-Africa relations,
there is a need to ensure a non-paternalistic,
mutually beneficial engagement.
By strategically engaging the African diaspora,
beyond bi-lateral government relations,
African agency can be better asserted in
processes like the Tokyo International
Conference on African Development (TICAD).

Japan needs African countries as much as
African countries need Japan; hence, the
relationship needs to have more African
input at the highest decision- making level,
especially by Africa’s youth who will largely
influence the future of Africa-Japan relations.
Despite COVID-19, the African diaspora
in Japan has remained active and visible.
About 3,000 protested in Shibuya last year in
solidarity with Black Lives Matter. However,
BLM in Japan was portrayed negatively by
NHK, Japan’s main public broadcaster. George
Floyd’s name was not mentioned once, and
NHK’s comic portrayal made it seem as if
Black people were merely protesting the
racial wealth gap in America. After a social
media uproar, NHK took down the video and
apologized.. More recently their coverage of
Afro-Japanese issues has improved to present
a more dignified portrayal of people of African
descent and Africa in Japan.
The Afro-descendant population in Japan
is small. But Japan needs diversity to thrive
globally.
As new frontiers on African Diaspora
engagement and pan- Africanism open
before us in the East, it is important
that we, the modern generation of AfroJapanese and African descendants, assert
ourselves and our voices.

#AfroJapanese
#AfroAsians #BLM
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15. Opt imism as a way of life
Marva WEATHERBORN

(Guatemala) is an entrepreneur and
activist committed to social justice, climate change adaptation and the empowerment
of the Afro-descendant population, especially women. Based in Honduras, she is also in
charge of communications and public relations for the Network of Afro-Latin American,
Afro-Caribbean and Diaspora Women in Guatemala, in which some 450 women from 30
countries participate, individually and on behalf of organizations. In 2004 she became
the first Afro- descendant Miss Guatemala, a milestone that she has used to empower
herself and others, through various jobs in the public sector such as the promotion of the
environment, tourism, health and human rights.
I have always been positive. That was my
attitude when at 17 I left Puerto Barros, my
hometown, for Guatemala City. Because
of the color of my skin and my gender, I
suffered from hunger, discrimination and
harassment; but I also met people who
helped me in good faith and enabled me to
get ahead. In 2006, shortly after becoming
the first Afro- descendant to be crowned
Miss Guatemala, I was bed-bound for a
year after a traffic accident. I found myself
thinking I would never walk again, that I
would never be the woman I was meant
to be, and forced myself to see life from
different perspectives.

Being positive helped me
realize that I could not be
childish or superficial if I
wanted to understand myself
and fulfil my potential.
I needed to work out what I wanted in case I
got another chance. In due course I was able
to walk again, and entered public service.
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This experience prepared me to cope
with COVID-19 and its restrictions. Once
I overcame the initial stress and anxiety
I focused on using my time productively,
understanding the situation as an
opportunity to prepare myself for the future.
Apart from continuing my work with the
Network of Afro-Latin, Afro- Caribbean

and Diaspora Women, I have started an
online store, undertaken training on the use
of social networks and new technologies,
participated in a virtual theater play,
and collaborate with an initiative which
supports women who have suffered genderbased violence through urban gardening.
All this has enriched my days and deepened
my understanding of key development
issues such as the use of new technologies in
education.
Many teachers and students in public
schools in Guatemala, Honduras and other
countries across Latin America do not
have access to distance education tools.
An example to address this is the use of
broadcast radio to teach Spanish and
mathematics lessons - a great initiative,
but one that does not allow the individual
follow-up which most students need.
We must ensure that vulnerable
communities in Guatemala, especially
the 1.2% who are Afro-descendants and
Garífunas (an ethnic group descended from
Africans and indigenous communities),
have access to new technologies for distance
learning, and that these technologies are
fully embraced by those who work in the
public sector. This way our communities
will be able to shape their own futures and
thrive. This way we can prosper and build a
better Guatemala. I truly believe we can.

#opt imism #mindset #educat ion

16. Educat ion must be life-changing
Matinga RAGATZ (Equatorial Guinea/USA) is a

multiple award-winning educator with decades of instructional innovation experience
in the United States, and Africa. She works as an education innovation concepts designer
dedicated to creating pedagogical strategies to meet the needs of ALL learners using
learning systems that can advance students and teachers, especially those who are
furthest from opportunity.
Many of the current education approaches
across Africa are outdated, the vestiges of
a European colonial past. The children of
affluent Africans do well in this traditional
system since it aligns with the opportunities
their connected parents can offer them, such
as study abroad. They may make successful
lives in their adopted countries or return
to Africa where their degrees alone enable
them to enter the workforce at high levels
- monopolizing opportunity and blocking
meritocracy.
African children from modest or indigent
homes are taught the same curriculum with
outcomes that do not align with the career
opportunities that exist in their communities.
In fact, out of the 98% of young people
who enroll at the primary level in Africa,
only 9% make it to tertiary education and
only 6% percent graduate. Completing
secondary education, a key determinant
in the life expectations of children and
their communities, and the productivity of
their nations, is the litmus test of the most
disadvantaged children, especially girls.
The exceptions to this rule are able to reach
post-secondary education, but the degrees
available to them do not match the existing
opportunities and hence about 50% of African
university graduates are unemployed. These
figures are mirrored in some Afro-descendant
communities in Latin America.
The COVID-19 pandemic has been most
revealing - firstly of the creativity of our youth
who have shared their music, dance, fashion
and foods with the world on the internet;

secondly of the faults and limitations of
world governments we thought infallible
and impervious. This should indicate to
educators that now is the time to look inward
and develop our own approach to education,
so that we don’t squander the African gift of
creativity, innovation and grit.
Curriculum delivery methods must keep
up with evolving and growing needs of
our continent. There now exist culturally
responsive school models that can empower
our youth whether they live in slums or in
mansions.

African and Afro-descendant
educators hold in our hands
transformative pedagogical
strategies that are far
removed from the current
“sit-and- get” design.
Let’s use them to ensure that today’s African
youth becomes the most innovative and
knowledgeable workforce and moves our
continent forward.

#educat ion #curriculum #innovat ion
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17. Feminist pedagogy to empower students
Aurora VERGARA FIGUEROA (Colombia) is the

director of the Afrodiasporic Studies Center at Icesi University, Cali, Colombia. She holds
a PhD from the Sociology Department of the University of Massachusetts Amherst,
where she concentrated on the sociological study of Afrocolombians deracinated from
the Colombian Pacific coast and the long history of land dispossession in the worldsystem. Her research focuses on the Afrodiasporic feminist movements in Colombia.

Since the last day I delivered classes and met
my colleagues in person, I have been amazed
and despairing at what it means to teach
remotely, reinventing to address student
concerns and aspirations.

I could not stop crying as I remembered her
presence on campus when everything had
seemed “normal”. The university was able to
find her a safe place from which to study and
finish the semester properly.

In the first weeks of March 2020, we were busy
looking for new teaching tools and sharing
phone numbers. I remember crying bitterly
after visiting students at home and noting
signs of violence and neglect, realising that
all I saw of our students was what they wanted
us to see. I understood the importance of the
university’s campus in allowing students a
space

These experiences reminded me of the
sociologist Annie Marion Maclean who, from
Chicago in the 1900s, taught sociology by
corresponding with students from around the
world. She incorporated personal experiences
and reflections as part of the classroom
through the letters and papers she received.

I am very proud of the work that Icesi
University’s departments did to identify
the needs of each student, make sure we
knew what was happening with those who
could not participate in classes, and then do
something about it. Icesi offers connectivity
support to enable thousands of young people
to join online classes. When online options
are not possible, in some cases we resort
to telephone calls. I gave my first class via
landline telephone to a student and his
grandmother, for whom my student was that
day’s main caretaker. From their home’s
kitchen, together we addressed an issue as
dry as logical frameworks.
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I had a videoconference lesson with a student
who had confided to us that she had been a
victim of sexual abuse. Before she started her
exposition, I had to ask her whether she was
in danger, which she denied. While listening
to her I had to turn off the camera because

I wondered whether, pre-COVID-19, I could
have done more to inquire about my students
well-being, and offered more support.

I have learned the critical
importance
of
feminist
pedagogy in ensuring vital
care in the classroom, and the
consideration of emotions and
experiences of the people that
go through the courses that we
teach.
My colleagues and I are exploring new
approaches through Feminist Pedagogies
Seminars so that when we return to campus,
we are better prepared to protect our students
and their laughs, jokes, and aspirations.

#remoteteaching #feministpedagogy
#studentprotect ion

18. My journey through the pandemic liminal space
Joann Ihuoma ANOKWURU (Nigeria/Canada)

lives in British Columbia, Canada, where she is a doctoral candidate in the Department
of Curriculum and Pedagogy at University of British Columbia, Vancouver and a resource
teacher with the Vancouver School Board. Joann is a wife and mother of two children.
Exactly a year ago, the entire world came to a
standstill, leaving its inhabitants in disarray,
cities in disrepair and me in uncertainty.
Family visits to Nigeria were painfully
halted. I lost my kid sister. People around
me were losing their jobs and their families
went short of food. Many lost loved ones... An
endless list of woeful narratives.
It was better for me to take risks than
to wallow in self pity. So I picked myself
from this liminal space of uncertainty and
took the first bold step. I searched for an
online course on “Blended Learning” to
understand the nuances of teaching online
since most classes were now web-based. It
was an intense eight-week course offered
by Athabasca University in Calgary. It was
free but required lots of commitment and
dedication. I persevered through it all
and received my completion certificate.
Oh my! This was my best gift to myself
and since May 2020 I have been teaching
courses online, designing modules for
online courses, organising professional
development workshops for educators.
My next survival kit stemmed from schools
in Nigeria approaching me to give online
lessons to children with special needs
because most teachers struggled with the
new platforms.

Never in my wildest dreams
did I think I would one day
be teaching students with
disabilities virtually.

It was time to put on a new cloak and
get to work. For most of my students
socialization is key to their learning; they
need that special personal touch. Now I was
sitting behind a screen yet the results were
unimaginable. As a Nigerian proverb says:
Nke nta nke nta ka nnụnụ ahụ wulie akwụ
ya (Little by little the bird builds its nest).
Little by little, step by step, I introduced my
students to virtual learning, and it is still a
work in progress. We have so much more to
accomplish together.
A friend said to me: “Joann, if you do not
make the best of this time, you will lose
out professionally because the world will
never be the same. Technology has taken
over. You need to become tech-savvy and
position yourself in this new world.” That
conversation has been my mantra.
And so, from my study I have organized
professional development workshops for
educators and designed a blended special
needs curriculum. I organize a monthly meet
for youth in Vancouver. I wrote the first
draft of my dissertation. I have two book
manuscripts (yet to be published). In the
words of Maya Angelou, “Still I Rise.”
But still I am in pain because I have not yet
been able to visit my family in Nigeria.

#educat ion #specialneeds
#onlineteaching #survival
#pain #relief
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19. U.N.C.E.R.T.A.I.N.
Hannah Soraya NDEMPAAWAI FAKIR
(Cameroon/Morocco/Spain) is a political scientist currently working in

political communication in Spain. She is also studying for a MA in Philosophy and is
passionate about anti-racism, political philosophy, traveling and pop culture.
After a year of living with COVID-19 we
have been forced to experience what most
oppressed and disadvantaged people
around the world know and live with: that
we can no longer take our health status
for granted, and that long term planning
is a luxury. And migrants from developing
countries, in particular those seeking
freedoms and opportunity, are grappling
with the limitations and realities of Western
democracies, where nativist attitudes are on
the rise. According to Rights International
Spain, as in other European countries,
incidents of racial profiling, institutional
racism, and the exploitation of Afrodescendant workers have increased during
the pandemic.
Ever since I can remember I have carefully
planned my entire life. Now, as a latemillennial and the daughter of working class
African immigrants, this global pandemic
has generated a continuous feeling of
anguish and uncertainty about the future.
My peers and I constantly feel we are one
paycheck away from becoming homeless.
In 2008 when Spain entered the recession,
neither I nor my friends knew the profound
impact it would have in our lives. Our
parents, teachers and media experts could
no longer tell us that studying hard and
going to college were safe bets for landing
a well-paid job and realising the dream of
western capitalist success.
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Three successive recessions and a global
pandemic later, my generation has watched
its older siblings and neighbors working

hard at McDonald’s for salaries below the
minimum wage (€940 month) all while
holding multiple degrees and speaking
several languages. Like the African migrants
trying to make it to Europe through Spain,
many are also packing their bags and moving
to wealthier countries to improve their
economic and professional prospects. Those
who cannot migrate face moving back in
with their parents, or not moving out deep
into their thirties and forties.
The data supports this pessimism. A 2020
Deloitte survey found that 47% of Spanish
millennials saw unemployment as their main
concern, and only a pitiful 17% expected an
improvement in their economic situation in
a year’s time.

The main lesson that this
pandemic has taught my
generation and the next is that
uncertainty will be - and has
already been - an integral part
of our life experience.
My generation, in particular the children
of African migrants, is learning to live
balancing on the very long and progressively
thinner tightrope before us, with very little
room to plan a better future.
To get through these days we have to keep
moving. One day at a time.

#jobs4youth #educat ion4employment
#socialtransformat ion

20. No longer taking life for granted
Rev. Dr. Julius Weche

(Kenya) is the Founder and CEO of
AKAD Education Group - Africa, a consulting organization that provides mentorship and
values-based leadership training to young people for academic and career success.
I am surviving, overcoming and
transcending COVID-19 in Africa by
continuously moving towards my vision of
collaborative leadership development for
youth in Africa. A leadership based on raising
youth leaders who see and therefore own a
positive future - and in the process better
understand themselves as AFRICANS. This
understanding comes from traversing the
African continent, learning with open hearts
from one another’s cultures, values, beliefs,
dreams and visions of tomorrow.
I have seen how COVID-19 has devastated
economies, shut down industries, created
unemployment and ruined lives. I have
learned how other African countries and
regions refuse to sit in defeat. I have been
amazed at their innovation in following
COVID-19 protocols, their resilience, their
get up and go in a multitude of sectors
and industries. I have seen them continue
to develop new collaborations, seek new
frontiers, press forward. I have learned
that what is working in the Diaspora can
realistically be transferred back home to
Kenya.
This year, in 2021, my developing Kenyan
youth leaders have travelled to Rwanda and
Mauritius, and I have moved to Botswana.
Accustomed as we are to the Kenyan
norm of corruption, mismanagement and
poor leadership, these new places offered
us inspiring solutions for Africa. Under
President Kagame’s progressive leadership
Rwanda boasts the first electric car
manufacturing plant in Africa, with charging
stations across Kigali. Those who went to
Mauritius amazed us with beautiful pictures

of beach resorts working within COVID-19
restrictions.
Tourist numbers were down by about 50%
but airports, malls and tourist attractions
were still full, unlike Kenya where
everywhere has been shut down.
I am now in Gaborone, Botswana where I
see how strictly COVID-19 protocols are
followed. Mask wearing is mandatory,
and I have not seen a single policeman
have to enforce this. Hand sanitizers and
temperature checks are used everywhere.
And most shocking of all - active contact
tracing. All this is totally from citizen
compliance without any visible law
enforcement. How can I import such a
culture to Kenya where the instinct to rebel
and defy government directives includes our
very own leaders whose political gatherings
became super-spreader events?
My youth mentorship organisation AKAD
continues its activities through video
conferencing - the usual faces now in
different countries. We imbibe new ideas and
thought patterns, challenge the old, replace
the obsolete. Life is creatively adapting to
the restrictions, being celebrated differently,
being appreciated more - no longer taken for
granted.

#socialtransformat ion
#youthmentorship
#collaborat iveleadership
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21. Deepening connect ions, around
the corner & across the ocean

Lucas OLÓ FERNANDES (Equatorial Guinea/

Portugal) is a human rights lawyer who has worked on anti- corruption in
organizations such as Dow Jones and Transparency International. Based in Portugal,
since 2020 he has directed APROFORT, a program that provides support, protection and
capacity building to civil society activists and organizations working in the promotion of
human rights and good governance in Equatorial Guinea.
At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic
work was slow. We, like many around us,
were adapting to the pandemic while coping
with its widespread human and social
impact. After a slow start, things started to
pick up. Various opportunities arose and I
had the right skills at the right time. I had
worked from home in the past, so I knew
the challenges and how to overcome them.
I hit the ground running because I had
contingency networks - for instance having
more than one number for a key contact in a
difficult country, as well as details of people
nearby who could reach them within hours.
Digitalization has improved access and
engagement across the world, even in the
most remote areas. Because of COVID-19 we
are constantly adapting and deepening our
understanding of the opportunities digital
space provides. But not everyone, especially
my counterparts in African countries, was
digitally engaged. They preferred to call,
which was costly and thus sporadic. Some
would even travel, which would take time and
risk losing momentum in an important case.
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With the global travel restrictions imposed by
COVID-19, all professionals now need to be
connected. Thus, from Portugal, where I live,
I provide regular legal support to lawyers in
Equatorial Guinea and elsewhere in Africa.
Before the pandemic this used to be difficult.
Lawyers did not invest in the necessary
infrastructure even when you offered to help
them set it up. If you were not physically
there, you were not there; at best a last
resort when you could have helped from the
beginning.

Now these same lawyers have their ICTs set
and are e-mailing and videoconferencing
regularly, which makes our work significantly
more efficient. We have received more
requests for help than we expected and can
handle, and are now expanding to Bata,
the main inland city. We support victims
of state and police brutality in enforcing
pandemic restrictions, health professionals
who dare to tell the truth about the national
COVID-19 response, or members of the LGBTI
community trying to be themselves.

As social media narratives are
difficult for the authorities to
control, people are becoming
more aware of the existing
problems to make up their
minds and look for solutions
Curiously, my strengthened outreach
to Africans across the ocean is not
matched by a similar outreach to Afrodescendant communities in Portugal or my
understanding of their circumstances.
I believe that my work helps people find
hope, particularly in situations in which
they have all but given up. And I hope that
digitalization will enable me better to engage
with and support people in Afro- descendant
communities in Europe.

#socialtransformat ion
#innovat ivenetworks #humanrights

22. Dancing the silence
Carlos ÁLVAREZ BENÍTEZ (Colombia/Spain)
is an entrepreneur and co-founder of Be My Dance, a show production agency in
Barcelona, Spain that helps companies and individuals transmit their ideas through
artistic projects and experiences.
When you wish to achieve a certain goal it
is important to have a plan A, a plan B and
even a plan C in case something does not go
as planned. The theory is clear and logical,
but what to do before a tsunami of the
unthinkable?
At the beginning of 2020 I was planning to
make strategic changes that would allow
Be My Dance, my production agency, to
have more continuous and scalable work.
Six years ago we bet on creating interactive
shows involving different artistic disciplines
to ensure that our performances had the
power to communicate and excite, and,
of course, to improve our position in the
market.
As happened to many other entrepreneurs,
and especially Afro- descendant
entrepreneurs in Spain, the COVID-19
pandemic paralyzed many of our plans.
Suddenly our contracts were indefinitely
canceled - dance classes, corporate events
and wedding celebrations. And with canceled
work, so also was a part of my identity
canceled.
My life then became limited to the few
square meters of the house where I live
with my husband. It was as if someone had
mistakenly pressed the red button that turns
off the world.
During the first weeks of confinement only
silence walked the streets and the places
that had been left empty, just like that. And I
was terrified of this silence that haunted and
camped in all the places that people could no
longer reach.

Meanwhile I tried to fill my days with
various routines and thus keep my mind
constantly occupied. Then some friends
suggested I give virtual dance classes to help
them get a little exercise at home and feel
more connected. The idea was fantastic and I
immediately got working on it: virtual dance
dates.

From then on, every Saturday
morning I had a virtual date
to dance with a friend or a
client, and these dates quickly
became a relaxed space in
which we could take care of
each other, battle the silence
and understand it too.
These spaces for dance and conversation
allowed us to explore our fears, to size up
the situation. They also fed my creativity
and inspired me to design new living tools
and to adapt to this new reality. I understood
that there was a dance without music that
you also had to dance; and so we learned to
dance silence, together.

#entrepreneurship
#onlinesolut ions
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23. Collect ive healing as a resilience strategy
Maik CAICEDO YEPES (Colombia) is a forensic science

technician in Criminalistics and he is a member of Black Queer Collective Posá Suto.
Maik is currently studying Law at the Autonomous University of Colombia, where he
is a student representative on the university’s Superior Council. He also studies Public
Administration at the Higher School of Public Administration. Maik is very proud of who
he is and what he represents.
COVID-19 laid bare support needs in the
Black, Afro-Colombian and indigenous
communities and families, specially those
blighted by addiction. These communities
needed special support to combat the stress,
depression and anxiety induced by the
pandemic.
The need to foster good mental health led
us to find new ways of engaging with our
communities. So we created Maricrophones,
Conservatories, Casaraoke and Cineforos
- music, poetry, painting, theatre in a
virtual context. These spaces for expression
and training became our way of resisting
COVID-19, of living the pandemic differently
on foundations of joy, support, and
communication.
With these activities we sought to allow
Black people in their entirety a space for
healing, relaxation and expression during
the lockdowns we endured. We sought
to work within our Black bodies, in selfrecognition, forgiveness and love, offering
support to those who needed it.
As queer Black people we discovered that the
spiritual and mental realm is paramount. We
organized collective healing sessions where
we were able to release many of the negative
emotions and situations that the quarantine
had brought upon us.
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We saw that collective healing
is particularly powerful and
made it one of our main
resilience strategies.
Since Posá Suto is a safe and inclusive space,
Black people of all ages participated in our
activities.
We realised by the laws and decrees
promulgated during the pandemic that
the State is still not thinking about the
multicultural and multiethnic society
that we are, that those most oppressed
historically would continue to suffer
discrimination. Measures such as Peak and
Gender lockdowns implemented in Bogotá
and other main cities across Colombia
especially exposed non- binary trans and
trans people to new forms of violence on top
of the harsh contingencies of the COVID-19
response.

#collect ivehealing #LGBT I
#overcomingaddict ion #socialinclusion

24. Some F ight COV ID-19 While Others F ight Dust
Fanidh SANOGO

(Burkina Faso/Ghana) is a young
Burkinabe who grew up in Ghana and went to university in Mauritius. She is currently
a second year masters student in Anthropology at the University of Cape Town as a
Mandela Rhodes scholar.
It is not news that the current pandemic
brought with it a sudden rupture of several
ways of being. In South Africa this rupture
was officially announced two months after
I had moved to Cape Town for my master’s
degree. It felt as though the whole world was
crashing down.
However, I was excited to witness
behavioural change on a global scale. The
most remarkable aspect of this global
newness was the imperative use of face
masks.

Masks had become mediators
between two species in
conflict: humans and the
coronavirus.
A few months later, I was able to travel back
to Ouagadougou where I conducted my
research in Zongo, an area in the outskirts
of Ouagadougou. Strikingly, nobody wore
a mask in Zongo. Only a few bikers wore a
mask for protection against the harmattan
dust. They feared dust because of the
flu, meningitis or angina, very frequent
diseases during the harmattan season.
When they got off their bikes they removed
their masks because they feared hunger,
malaria, or child mortality even more. As
such, people referred to COVID-19 as “la
maladie là” as though to say, “the sickness
of the moment”. In Ouagadougou COVID-19
was a drop in a pool of existing diseases.
People feared dust, hunger, malaria or
cervical cancer more than they feared the
coronavirus.

Throughout this pandemic, I have
experienced two worlds. One where masks
are mandatory, another where people only
wear masks to protect themselves from the
harmattan dust.
The ways in which people use masks in
different parts of the world convey meanings
and tell stories of inequalities. Indeed, one
could argue that the institutionalization
of masks is a privilege. In many wealthy
countries, corona is the number one public
health enemy. In poorer ones, it is merely
an empty can on a dumping ground. The
COVID-19 pandemic has exposed global
inequalities in many different ways. Moving
forward, it is my hope that questioning the
globality of the current pandemic will urge
us to understand and address contextual
differences that are direct consequences of
global inequalities.

#globalinequali t ies #COV ID19
#contex tualizat ion
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25. From Skilled Professionals to Essent ial
Fatmatta DUMBUYA-MUNU (Sierra Leone/

Canada/Australia)

is a social work professional who moved to Australia as the
dependant of a skilled medical professional who had secured a hospital position via a
transnational program. Prior to moving to Australia, she studied and practised social
work in Canada, UK and New Zealand.

As the world continues to live through the
COVID-19 pandemic and its impacts, the role
of health care workers and other ‘essential
workers’ in the global economy is being
appreciated as never before. The hidden,
unexamined narrative, is the predominance of
first-generation African immigrants among
this group. Throughout this pandemic I have
been working on my Masters in Advanced
Social Work. Part of my sensemaking of our
pandemic experiences was to write a final
paper about Health and Social Work Practice in
Cross Cultural Contexts. My literature scoping
review, which was received as novel and
publishable, confirmed the following.
First, the African narrative of the ‘brain drain’
focuses on the loss to Africa of some of her
best and most qualified professionals. The
narrative often does not critically examine
the ‘brain gain’ side of the story, or the
reverse expatriate trend and outcomes for
professionals from first world countries who
are actively involved in this transnational
professional movement as well. Statistics
from Australia, Canada, New Zealand, United
Kingdom and United States of America who
are key players within the Organisation of
Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), show a spike in skilled employment
in those countries that have formal policies in
place to attract suitable applicants based on
their merits. The professional disciplines most
recruited are nursing, medicine, and social
work.
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Second, while anecdotally well-known,
the limited available literature does
not examine the failed promise and the
difficult personal and professional jobseeking process.

In addition, the challenges and complexities
in relation to intersectionality, language
and cross- cultural difference are not well
documented.
Third, focusing just on social workers,
my review showed barriers to obtaining
accreditation for qualifications earned
overseas, the lack of recognition of
previous work experience and language/
communication barriers. As a result of
this, most migrants will resort to pursuing
whatever job opportunities they can to make
ends meet, thus becoming essential workers in
low-income jobs which they are overqualified
for. This is the predicament of most social
work migrants who identify as from minority
backgrounds.
The reality is that destination countries who
receive skilled workers will continue to make
such demands, especially when one considers
that most of the world’s population is ageing,
while Africa is in a youth population bulge.
Skilled labour will be required to make up
shortages in key industries globally. The
question here is, what can governments,
accreditation bodies, and employers do
to mitigate these barriers for migrant
professionals, especially those from minority
backgrounds. And how can Africa use the stall
in global migration and lessons learned in
the pandemic to find ways to keep its skilled
labour force and recall her diaspora without
the barriers to return that others in this paper
have highlighted?

#globalhealth #socialwork
#braindrain #braincirculat ion

26. Ebola Recovery Efforts St ill Matter
Mariama Cire KEITA (USA/Guinea/Puerto Rico)
is a communicator and former U.S. diplomat. Her job has taken her to Guinea, Sierra
Leone, Liberia and Haiti. She is a member of the Advisory Board of Clinic+O, an African
led social impact enterprise that creates tech solutions for healthcare across subSaharan Africa. The daughter of an Afro-Puerto Rican American mother and Guinean
father, she shares her life experiences through Instagram at MadamKeita.
In international development, the public
health sector receives the most funds,
and rightly so. Healthcare is central to the
sustainable development of people and
communities, of them surviving, realising
their potential and thriving. However,
despite improvements and the efforts of
local and international actors, in most
African countries health indicators are not
good.
During the Ebola Recovery programs in
three West African countries, I participated
in community sensitization programs to
demystify conceptions about the Ebola virus
disease and observed the talents of young
African scientists catching bats to draw
blood for analyzing zoonotic diseases. I met
with community healthcare workers, the
heroes of the recovery efforts, who ensured
their communities were informed about the
situation, understood how to provide care
when this was possible, and also as a source
of inspiration and hope for the future.
It is in such situations that I am reminded
of why I chose to be a communicator and
to work in international development.
As a member of the African Diaspora my
mission is to seek and communicate the
African version of health efforts such as
Ebola recovery. These situations made me
realize the need and potential for a stronger
collaboration between Africans in the
Diaspora and African communities on the
ground through financial support or through
programs to address long term structural
challenges.

Now with COVID-19, I cannot help but
see parallels between this pandemic and
the Ebola epidemic, notably the sterling
work of African community health workers
and the mobilization of African diaspora
groups around the world to support their
communities. However, we must do better.

Beyond COVID-19, ensuring
appropriate responses
to future epidemics and
pandemics requires sustained
communication between
stakeholders and serious
investment in disaster
preparedness.
It requires a dialogue ready to harness the
resources of African Diaspora organisations
and individuals ready to contribute, longterm, in support of country nationals and
local partners as a way of finding and
investing in scaling up African solutions to
public health crises.
This year’s outbreaks of Ebola in Guinea, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo and other
countries in the continent, is a reminder
that Ebola recovery efforts still matter and
that we must learn from the past, and think
strategically about how to apply its lessons.

#globalhealth #Ebolalessons
#communi tyhealthworkers
#diaspora4health
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27. A Z imbabwean woman grieves
Dorcas GWATA

(Zimbabwe/United Kingdom) is a
Zimbabwean woman living in London. She is a Global Health Consultant, specialised in
mental health, gender violence and human rights.
We buried my father, Baba Christopher
Chakanyuka Gwata in our rural village in
Chihota in Zimbabwe. In our Shona culture
we say ‘pasi papfuma’ meaning the ground
is richer because you are in it. Patriarchs do
not come any gentler. Baba lived a life of
charity, writing, organic foods, and laughter.
Oral history lived within him, the village boy
who had walked to school, become a teacher,
married a city girl and together raised more
children than they birthed. His funeral was
spiritual and ritualistic, his coffin perched in
our thatched hut as dancers and drummers
sung traditional songs in a trance.
Dizzy with jet lag and sorrow I mingled with
the mass.

Nothing tests the strength of
a migrant like the death of a
loved one far away.
I had not been able to return home to bury
my mother years before; I wanted to be there
to bury Baba. Grief is the air in between,
there are many dark moments, you can lose
yourself in search of meaning. All colours
bleed red.
In our African culture grief is expressed by
wailing, screaming, rolling on the ground,
neurosis, arms in the air as people come
along and say ‘nematambudziko’.
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Women play a key role in Shona traditions;
many important decisions run through the
matriarchal veins. Varooras, women married

into the family, dance and cook all night;
when your grief becomes too heavy, they
tickle you. Varooras navigate the cultural
context; they understand the hierarchical
structures, sweep the graveyard, cater for
the rolling numbers and, when the dust
settles, politely line up and claim for their
efforts. My diaspora wallet opens again.
African women are the glue that holds the
family, the silent breadwinners; they are
constant, they hold the core.
COVID-19 threatens our cultural norms;
we are a tactile people, we laugh without
measure. This virus has changed the way
we prepare our loved ones to rest. Some will
not see the body, others will question death
whilst some traditional healers and church
pastors seize the monetary moment, our
grief rendering us vulnerable. But we have
been here before with HIV, Ebola, wars, a
merciless suffering.
Still, we must find closure wherever we are,
and for the diasporas who are unable to come
home and bury their loved ones, grief and
trauma are unimaginable. Remittances may
mitigate, but money cannot heal wounds.
We pay a high price in depression, anxiety,
substance abuse and sometimes suicide. We
are a traumatized diaspora.

#mentalhealth #grief #diaspora
#gender

28. African lifestyle and culinary solut ions
Phyllis MUFFUH NAVTI

(Cameroon/Qatar) is

a Clinical Pharmacist with a specialist interest in Obesity Management. She originates
from Cameroon, became a British citizen in her thirties and now lives in Qatar.
News of the impact of COVID-19, specially
among Africans, pained me to the point
I realised I needed to do something
constructive. I have always been passionate
about health and healthy lifestyles and
was concerned about the impact of obesity
both on COVID-19 mortality and in chronic
diseases common among Black population
- hypertension, diabetes and heart disease.
Obesity, also high among Afro-descendants,
has been described as a “silent epidemic
sweeping through Africa”. I decided to
design what I call the Afrofusion weight
loss programme aimed at empowering
fellow Africans in the diaspora to pivot to a
healthier lifestyle.
Bob from Chemilil in Kenya says: “I like
the form and beauty of an African woman
- shapely behind, plum face, thick legs to
better shake to that ndombolo (an African
dance involving bump shaking). But there
can be extremes. Obesity is dangerous for
anyone’s health!” This quote alerts me
to the multiple causes of obesity among
Africans and Afro-descendants, and
suggests that strategies to reduce it must
consider attitudes and culture.
An influential 1959 research paper fostered
the misconception that most diets are
unsuccessful. It has been superseded by
more recent data showing that behaviour
modification techniques significantly
improve the outcome of diets. Non-fad diets
which stress nutritious food and holistic
lifestyle change are more successful. For
diaspora Africans, however, many of these
programmes are unsustainable because they
exclude most African cuisines in their food

content and portion guidelines and make it
necessary to cook different meals for those
dieting and those not.
When I was 18 years old, I dropped four dress
sizes to a UK 10 (a size I have maintained
for 25 years). It was at this point I began to
integrate African foods into my diet.

I made an Africanised version
of the Mediterranean diet
shown to reduce the risk of
chronic illnesses such as
diabetes and hypertension,
and have continued refining it ever since. A
favourite family dish is Fusion Peanut Butter
Stew with Cauliflower Rice which allows us
to enjoy African flavours while looking after
our health.
Over the last 12 months I have shared the
Afrofusion weight loss programme with a
social media network of African- descendent
people across the Middle East and Europe.
I am greatly encouraged when I receive
testimonies of the impact of the programme
on the weight loss or increased physical
activity of its participants. My experience
has become the basis of Afrofusion, and this
feedback gives me hope that as a race we can
develop healthy lifestyles rooted in African
culinary traditions, and thus be ready and
better able to deal with anything.

#COV ID19 #Obesi ty
#weightloss #healthylifestyle
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29. Solidari ty is the lifeline
Rodrigo FAUSTINO

(Brazil) is founder and strategic
director of Ebony English, an English school to support and strengthen the professional
development and access to opportunities of Afro-Brazilians, within Brazil and beyond.
Rodrigo is a man of faith.
At the time of writing over 400,000 people
in Brazil have died of COVID-19. This trend
does not seem to be slowing down. As time
passes I am increasingly fearful for friends
and acquaintances, as Afro-descendants and
indigenous Brazilians are 38% more likely
to die of COVID-19 than white Brazilians
and 32% higher than the general population.
Negationist attitudes among our current
political leadership means that these
deaths are being trivialized. On top of this,
restrictions do not allow funerals, do not
allow humane farewells, the sharing of tears,
the necessary rituals of passage.
Brazil, unfortunately, is a country where
the Federal Government has endeavored
to distort science, deny the pandemic
or suggest a cocktail of drugs that are
completely ineffective and whose president
is the epitome of the most dangerous
ignorance. Thus, surviving the pandemic in
Brazil has become an uphill battle that we
seem to be losing, given the number of cases
and deaths.
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Maintaining your own sanity is a challenge
too when lockdown measures are not
being implemented, considering the
millions who are unemployed and fighting
unemployment, and those who are homeless
and unable to access the precarious social
protection services that do exist. Luckily,
Brazil has started to receive vaccines and
vaccinate people, but we need much more.
We need real solidarity and empathy, a
solidarity that is not just an expression of
public policy but a fundamental expression
of our true human condition.

Maybe then we can overcome denialist
attitudes across Brazil. Because between
Afro-Brazilians, mostly from poorer
communities, solidarity is a lifeline.

Where there is no food, cell
phone or internet, people
share, and so can help each
other while we wait for the
vaccines.
Because although Afro-descendants and
indigenous peoples in Brazil have been
hardest hit by the pandemic, twice as many
white Brazilians have been vaccinated,
compared to Afro-Brazilians. This should
not happen now and must never happen
again. Despite the casualties and painful
experiences I am confident we will get
through this, but this must be the last straw.
The lessons from this heartbreaking event
must help us ensure and protect our lives in
the future.

#hopetowincovid19
#400thousandpeopledied
#rememberus

30. African leadership for a shared future
Athenkosi PETER (South Africa/Tanzania) is
n economist, political philosopher and Africa-focused transaction advisor and
businessman. He is South African and works extensively in Tanzania.

I am incredibly excited by the onset of
the African Continental Free Trade Area
(AfCFTA) and believe we must seize the
opportunities it represents. But COVID-19
poses great risks to the foundations of this
agreement. Our fight against COVID-19
must be a collective effort, and lax health
protocols or unfounded policy positions in
one country will impact possibilities for its
neighbours.
From June 2020 Tanzania’s President
Magufuli stopped the release of data about
COVID-19 cases and deaths, and was vocal
in downplaying the severity of the disease,
even after a string of deaths of senior
members of the Tanzanian cabinet. With
a virus that does not respect borders this
denialism puts our collective Africa-wide
COVID recovery at risk. Instead of turning
away from this, the leaders of neighbouring
countries need to take responsibility
and engage constructively to protect the
collective. With President Magufuli’s sad
passing in March this year, reportedly of
heart disease, we hope for a return to the
evidence-based leadership necessary for
meaningful progress in Africa.
Beyond health, economies have been hard
hit, and so this moment should emphasise
the need for and the power of intracontinental trade. Tanzania and many other
countries are currently being ravaged by
a new strain of COVID-19, unfortunately
dubbed “the South African variant” despite
being discovered across the globe. These
natural mutations should not be pinned on
one country as this only fuels frictions and
scapegoating along ethnic, religious and

national lines. Critically, it stalls progress
and, in the case of South Africa, unfairly
stigmatises one of the countries with the
potential to lead the development of the
AfCFTA.

Without a sense of shared
pathways, solid leadership
and an emphasis on
scientifically valid steps
we isolate ourselves
from regional and global
economies.
The pandemic shows us, as Africans, the
importance of being connected to one
another and, through mechanisms like the
AfCFTA, of becoming more so - growing our
personal and professional links and creating
shared opportunities.

#Leadership #AfCF TA
#SharedGrowth
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31. The evolut ion of the djangueé”
Lucía MBOMÍO (Spain) is a journalist, TV reporter, documentary

scriptwriter and filmmaker. She is the author of two novels, “Women who Dared” (Sial,
2017) and “Daughter of the Way” (Penguin Random House, 2019), and a contributor
to the anthology of female Spanish writers “Metamba Miago. Stories to walk alone at
night” (Penguin Random House, 2019). In 2020, Lucía was awarded the Pro Human
Rights Association of Spain (APDHE) Award in the communications category.
Throughout COVID-19, Spanish citizens had
to learn (or re-learn) to improvise to deal
with the social and economic consequences
of the pandemic. Those who already had
experience with neighborhood associations
- popular across Spanish cities from the
second half of the 20th century in the
wake of the rural exodus - could build on
this experience. When regional migrants
from across Spain arrived in a big city, say
Madrid, they built their own houses brick
by brick, some without building permits.
Their descendants ensured access to
sewage systems, running water, electricity,
streetlights and built entire neighborhoods,
mostly on the periphery, with little or no
government assistance.
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But community solidarity is also and
critically the legacy of African and Afrodescendant communities around the world
and it is articulated in various ways. One
instance is the role that the extended family
or household often performs to identify and
redistribute wealth and opportunities in lieu
of inoperative and non-existent government
structures when a whole community
contributes towards the long-term
education of a child. Another instance is the
women’s savings initiatives which, around
the continent, have a thousand names estique in Mozambique, tontina in Senegal
or djangué in Equatorial Guinea - through
which women pull together their savings,
periodically, for the benefit of one member
of the group at a time. This zero-interest
microcredit makes it possible to start a small
business, pay for education, legal fees or
electricity bills.

Across Spain, African migrants have used
adaptations of these customary wisdoms to
develop self-managed migrant resistance
boxes which provide a crucial layer of
support during the pandemic, especially for
those in irregular and precarious situations
not covered by already overwhelmed NGOs
or social services departments.

Migrant resistance boxes
have been instrumental in the
provision of food, medicines,
clothes, legal services and
personal companions and/or
interpreters to health centers
for migrant groups.

This generalized self-management logic to
combat the ravages of the pandemic when
the State does not arrive among African
migrant communities, mostly derives from
the tradition of solidarity and autonomous
organization of African women. This is
a fantastic paradigm of enhancing and
updating one’s own customs, for both
migrant and autochthonous people in Spain.
Learning more from the benefits of this
evolution of the djangué can help bring
us together and better prepare, adapt and
overcome future emergencies.

#migrantcommuni t ies
#sharedknowledge #womensolidari ty

32. From the pact of resilience
to the impact of transcendence
Edgard GOUVEIA JÚNIOR (Brazil) is a Brazilian

visionaire, business and social entrepreneur, social game designer and bioarquitect.a
community of racially and ethnically diverse evaluators.
I once asked a wise Nigerian grandma:
“What is Africa’s gift?” and she replied:
“Resilience! No matter where and under
what conditions we live... We rise!”
For decades I have observed how
underprivileged African diaspora
communities across the Americas, despite
adverse public policies, come up with
strategies to survive and thrive. How do the
poorest people from the favelas of Rio yearly
produce the Brazilian Carnival, the most
sumptuous and famous festival on Earth?
What about Salsa, Calypso, Jazz and HipHop whose rhythms nourish and engage
new audiences, stay fresh and relevant,
many of its groups women-led?
Throughout slavery, and after attaining our
freedom, the resilience and creativity of
women - mothers and grandmothers - has
saved us from our seemingly predetermined
destiny. Women thrived and allowed us
men to thrive too, even as we are oppressed,
imprisoned or killed. In general we seem
to find it more difficult to transcend the
limitations of our pasts. Thus, in order to
transcend and evolve, we should learn from
feminine strategies and approaches how
best to use the gifts of our unique resilience,
sounds, movements, biological strength,
joy and ancient sense of community to
build solid foundations for the sustainable
development of our people; how best to
ensure that our people RISE.
For the past 30 years I have been using
the power of play to unlock communities’
spirits and bring about the change they have
been dreaming of. Ignoring the absence and

indifference of the authorities, we focus
on gathering local individuals’ gifts and
material resources - the Carnival’s strategy
- to build the place they have been waiting
for. Then something powerful happens:
an increased sense of joy and connection,
greater community visibility in the media
which morally compels local politicians to
become engaged.

Somehow the field of
play restores creativity,
collaboration and faith
between all, including those
most reluctant to participate.
It erases the sense of incapacity and
inadequacy that has been fostered in our
communities since the age of slavery. But
mostly it awakens our true Ubuntu essence
and ignites who we really are, liberating
our creative souls from a white-patriarchal
warlike trance narrative which tricked us
into fields and behaviours through which
we give away our power, where the only
possibilities allowed us are protesting
or fighting - a mindset far from what
we really are genetically and culturally spiritually connected, beautiful, powerful
and abundant. With this mindset we
naturally rise and transcend! Since time
immemorial feminine wisdom has been
teaching and nourishing us, helping us
enter this miraculous reality even under the
worst conditions. What if we act on it now,
if we awaken and evolve, from the pact of
resilience to the impact of transcendence?

#gift #playfulness #transcendence
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33. Not lett ing a crisis go to waste
Jerry CHEAMBE (Cameroon/Germany) is a

Cameroonian-born tech entrepreneur who lives in Berlin. He has a strong interest in
FinTech and a passion for developing business opportunities in Africa, the continent
he feels has the greatest potential in the next two decades. He is a pan-Africanist at
heart and a believer in building the Africa we dream about.a community of racially and
ethnically diverse evaluators.

At the end of 2019 we decided to open
a subsidiary of our FinTech company,
Maviance PLC, in France to give us inroads
to more African markets. In February 2020
I planned a trip to France to go through the
administrative procedures of setting it up.
With the onset of the global pandemic, a
process that was to take two weeks took eight
months. As an entrepreneur based in Europe
and doing business across Africa, COVID-19
has significantly altered our team’s travel,
ability to hire and retain employees, to
network and our work-life balance.
COVID-19 made business travel between
Africa and Europe costly: higher air ticket
prices and pre- and post-travel testing, and
higher non-financial costs such as time spent
planning, taking COVID-19 tests, applying for
special permissions, and the opportunity costs
of self- quarantine (up to two weeks) upon
return. Booking a multi-stop business trip to
different countries is almost impossible if one
has to consider the 48 to 72 hour pre-travel
test windows.
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Significant also are the emotional costs
to family and friends of potential travel
restrictions or finding yourself stuck in a
country if your COVID-19 test is positive;
or the risk of getting the disease and being
unable to access necessary treatment. I
remember repeatedly re- assuring my
daughter that I would be safe from COVID-19,
when we had just lost a friend to the disease
after he returned from a business trip. Hiring
and integrating new employees into our
company culture is challenging too. The small
things that cumulatively create a sense of
togetherness and shared objectives like meeting
face-to- face, team events and informal breaks

are no longer possible. Bonds created in good
times allow a company to weather many a storm
during difficult periods.
Networking became arduous too, with nonformal settings to establish a rapport hard to
replicate on Zoom calls that tend to engender
short-term transactional rather than longerterm relational deal making.
But all is not negative. Working from home has
significantly improved my work-life balance
and massively cut commute times. As this
was a global phenomenon, it has compressed
geographical space and presented us with long
term strategic opportunities in low-income,
talent-rich economies in Africa.

The long-term lesson is that jobs
not tied to physical space or specific
knowledge of customers could
potentially be done from anywhere and
can migrate to countries with cheaper
labour costs and a larger talent pool.
In the Information, Communications and
Technology (ICT) field this is a trillion- dollar
opportunity for African talent at a time where
costs in other offshore locations like India and
Eastern Europe are increasing.
As the saying goes, “Never let a good crisis
go to waste”. I believe that, building on these
entrepreneurial opportunities will help Africans
in the continent and the diaspora to navigate the
waters of a post- COVID-19 world.

#remotebusiness #entrepreneurship

34. We must transcend our leaders
Dr. Bismark ASUMADU (Ghana/New Zealand)
is an entrepreneur in New Zealand. He is the founder and CEO of Urge Global NZ Ltd, a
private immigration company for people who want to seek opportunities in Australia
and New Zealand. Dr. Asumadu has a PhD in Accounting and Finance from Lincoln
University, New Zealand.

In 2015 I found myself in New Zealand by
serendipity. I only knew about the country
through cricket, and it is not a popular
professional or study destination among
Africans, but I wanted to do a PhD in
accounting and finance and New Zealand
offered me the best opportunities to study
and to support my studies with unrestricted
work.
I have been based in New Zealand ever
since, and thus COVID-19 found me here.
I count myself very lucky. As has been
reported around the world, New Zealand
has managed COVID-19 better than most.
By April 2021 there had been only 26 deaths
in more than 26 thousand cases. The
government’s economic response, in the
middle of its first recession since 2008, was
to borrow heavily to ensure that workers
had access to wage subsidies and that
businesses could benefit from tax reductions
and deferrals, eased loan terms to targeted
debt funding agreements. But my family
back in Ghana, whose government, given
the circumstances, provided one of the
best COVID-19 responses among African
countries, did not receive wage and
business support. Given the lack of trust
in government institutions, many people I
know in Ghana do not believe COVID-19 is
real. Thus many Ghanaians I know of did
not stop working either because they could
not afford to or because they perceived
COVID-19 as just another risk similar to the
risks they deal with day after day.

Africa is the richest continent in terms of
natural resources but many of our countries
struggle to protect their citizens from
COVID-19 and other preventable diseases
because the resource wealth of most of
our countries is among the lowest in the
developing world. Institutions are key.
New Zealand is not as resource rich as the
poorest African country but it is defeating
COVID-19 because its institutions are strong
and their communications trusted. There
are checks and balances to ensure that the
leader of an institution does not supersede
said institution, and thus people can trust
both leader and institution.
I am yet to hear of an African country that
went into lockdown and was able to feed all
its citizens for a month. I believe that we
can do better. This is about transforming
our education and values, about instilling
collective responsibility beyond our families
and households.

A crime should be a crime,
regardless of who has
committed it, a friend or a foe.
Maybe then our responses to our challenges,
individual or collective, will match the real
value of our resources, natural and human.

#inst i tut ions #leadership #values
#collect iveresponsibili ty
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35.Integri ty of purpose against herd mentali ty
Ewurasi DEI-ANANG

(Ghana/United

Kingdom) is a Ghanaian-British mother, currently based in Accra, Ghana. She is a

behavioural scientist interested in teenage development. Ewurasi is a follower of Christ
and strives daily to be an upholder of His example of Lovea community of racially and
ethnically diverse evaluators.
The year 2020 was a turning point in most
people’s lives. This generalised statement
is really an assumption: a risk I rarely
subscribe to. So I will share my truth: last
year clarified my understanding of the
things I hold dear and the resistances that
have governed my choices throughout my
life. I embrace the latter - particularly my
dread of herd mentality. (To me, stepping
out and taking a stand is as important
as being part of a collective). This first
manifested itself at the tender age of 8
when I chose to break a family tradition of
attending a particular secondary school, in
Cape Coast, Ghana. Having grown up the
only girl among five brothers, the thought
of spending seven years in a girls-only
boarding school did not appeal. I wanted to
grow and develop in a world that mirrored
the actual world!
At the beginning of Black Lives Matter,
most of our globally known black celebrities
in the UK and USA, were reluctant to
step forward alone and use their voices. I
privately nudged a few of them, reiterating
how important it was for them, as black
leaders, not just to band together with a
“love song” about loneliness, but to step
out individually and condemn atrocious
behaviour! A handful of them then stepped
up and took that risk.
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I have learnt that our individual voices
matter even as we stand in a group.
Reflecting on and understanding issues,
developing one’s own personal stance, is

crucial before joining forces with others.
That is where commitment resides: the
staying power to personally choose to
go against oppressive systems and stand
firm in the face of a storm. Simply put....
for leaders, “Me Too” must be thoroughly
appreciated and declared, before “Yes, We
Can!”

Our commitment is shown
when we take the first step on
our own.
We must inspire with our fully integrated
awareness, which then augments the
individual Presence we bring to the
collective Voice. This way we demonstrate
Integrity of Purpose, which has more
staying power than just Following a Trend.

#leadership #awareness #presence
#ident i ty

36.Repurposing in philanthropy
Susana EDJANG (Equatorial Guinea/Spain) has

worked in international development for over 15 years. She is a co-founding member of
Afroinnova, an African diaspora innovation platform and member of the Advisory Board
of the Collective for the Renewal of Africa (CORA), the African Women on Board (AWB)
network as well as the Council of the UK’s Royal African Society. Susana is co-founder
and co-editor of Collateral Benefits.a community of racially and ethnically diverse
evaluators.
COVID-19 has disrupted philanthropy across
Africa and its Diaspora.
Dalberg Advisors and the African
Philanthropy Forum (APF) found that
giving had increased by 71% in response to
COVID-19 challenges across Africa. Funds
were specially focused on health, food
security, and the economic implications
of the pandemic. However, research at the
subregional level presents a different picture.
A study of 43 philanthropy organisations
by the East Africa Philanthropy Network,
showed that for about 42% organisations
from their sample that received additional
funding to tackle COVID-19, for a similar
amount of community-based organisations,
funding was significantly reduced.
There are winners and losers in the wake of
this disruption of philanthropy. COVID-19
led to increased recognition and visibility
of local actors and solutions, as well as
those from African diaspora groups. In East
Africa, for instance, compared to previous
years, local actors were the main source of
funding to deal with the pandemic. Research
by the African Union shows that throughout
the pandemic, support from the African
diaspora flowed to their countries of origin
and beyond through knowledge exchange,
resource mobilization and remittances.
Beyond Africa, the Black Lives Matter (BLM)
movement too led to greater awareness of
systemic inequalities within the

the philanthropy sector. Across African
countries this compounded national
and global recognition of African
philanthropists and actors. This, in turn,
has led to what Dalberg Advisors and the
APF describe as a ‘shift in the locus of
power’ i.e. greater understanding of the
need to ensure more philanthropic funding
within Africa and closer to the communities
in need.
But who has access to and occupies these
‘loci of power’? In some African sub-regions
major beneficiaries of this disruption have
been government, international and big
national organisations. Smaller community
based organisations, which are always
critical in responses to health crises, have
been left out. We must challenge and reverse
this disruptive impact of COVID-19 on
philanthropy in Africa and its Diaspora.
Otherwise, the ill-effects of the disruption
will be long term and devastating.

#Africanphilanthropy #BLM
#localactors
º
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37. The importance of choosing your perspect ive
Natasha GRAHAM DOUGLAS (Monserrat/

United Kingdom) is a Compliance Manager with expertise in policy

development and drafting. She was born in Montserrat and now lives in the UK with
her Nigerian husband and two daughters.Health, and she was recently nominated into
the Advancing Culturally-Responsive and Equitable (ACE) Evaluation Network to join a
community of racially and ethnically diverse evaluators.

Seemingly emerging from nowhere to affect
the whole world, COVID-19 became the
teacher I never knew I needed, its key lesson
being the importance of choosing one’s
perspective.
The narrative of fear and uncertainty
triggered long-buried memories which
have subconsciously shaped the way I view
the world. To understand, let me take you
back. I grew up on the Caribbean island of
Montserrat. I was 13 years old when life as
I knew it was turned on its head. Dormant
for centuries, the Soufriere Hills volcano
erupted. It meant leaving the house I grew
up in never to return, it meant days turned
to nights by heavy ash clouds, it meant
living in fear of the sirens and moving ever
further from the volcano’s reach. It meant
schooling in tents, nights in the back of my
dad’s truck, the loss of friends.

and friendships forged by more regular
communication, it meant saving more and
reassessing my priorities for the better. It
meant tapping into a level of compassion
and empathy that has turned neighbours
into friends. It has meant a constant focus
on the positive.
I could have chosen the more negative
perspective adopted by countless others,
but to what end? My formative years blessed
me with a storehouse of resilience I never
knew I had. Not all storms come to disrupt
your life, some come to clear your path. So,
to that end, how are you looking at your

COVID-19 helped me realise
that I have thrived through far
worse experiences.
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YES...there has been death and loss, but it
has meant working from home and more
time with my husband and children than
I could ever have dreamed of. It meant
closer bonds with my extended family

#personaldevelopment
#post ivethinking

38. We need to build empathy
beyond shared experiences

Nerice GIETEL (Curaçao/Hong Kong) is a Certified

Executive Coach and founder of www.thecareerlounge.co, a coaching company that helps
individuals navigate their career at transitional points in their life. Nerice has worked
as a social worker, manager of a domestic violence helpline, HR business partner and
recruiter for a global international development consultancy in the UK. Born and raised
in Curaçao, she now lives with her young family in Hong Kong.a community of racially
and ethnically diverse evaluators.

Last year was a year of reflection. COVID-19
allowed all of us, globally, to experience
something together. But it took a few months
to understand we were going through a
shared experience. Hong Kong was one
of the first places in the world to be hit by
COVID-19. From January 2020 we lived in
fear of the virus. Before the government
issued any lockdown measures, most people
took responsibility; many stayed at home
and started wearing masks.
It would take two more months for COVID-19
to become a global thing. During this period,
I tried to share what was happening with
relatives and friends around the world, and
most of them showed little empathy. They
could relate very superficially or were not
particularly interested in our situation.
COVID-19 was something far away in Asia.

Like many other things in
life, we tend not to care about
or understand other peoples’
realities unless we have
experienced them ourselves.
We can be better than this. We need to build
our capacity for empathy beyond mere
shared experiences.
Motherhood is another shared experience
- a normal state and not a special event like
COVID-19 - that unites millions of women
around the world. However, empathy for
working mothers is not a given, especially

among women who are not mothers
themselves. As a coach, my clients tend to be
senior professional women who have moved
to Hong Kong, and then take a break to have
or raise children. For many of them it is only
when they return to work or have to explore
new job opportunities that they realise the
many hurdles working mothers face, and
to which they were unsympathetic when
motherhood was a distant prospect.
We know that global pandemics are going
to happen again. We know that many
women will become mothers, and we hope
they will do so out of choice. So let’s start
preparing for these events. Let’s increase
our understanding of what people living in
health emergencies go through. Let’s start
thinking about motherhood before we or
our loved ones become mothers. How is it
for them? Like all empathy exercises, this
demands we get out of our comfort zones,
overcome our assumptions and prejudices
and learn about others, their cultures and
their various perspectives. This will lead
to workspaces that are more inclusive,
and, hopefully, reduce the impact of future
pandemics because we take what happens to
others more seriously.
Empathy is critical to understand that we are
responsible to one another and the natural
world around us. Let’s work on our capacity
for empathy. It is both the right and the
clever thing to do.

#empathy #solidari ty
#sharedexperiences
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39. The Gold in the Shadows
Simone BOLSHAW

(United Kingdom) is a Deputy
Director at the Department for Education, UK Government. She has over a decade’s
experience as a civil servant and consultant developing innovative policy solutions and
leading large scale, complex projects. Simone was born and bred in the UK; her mother’s
side of the family is from Jamaica, her father’s from Italy.a community of racially and
ethnically diverse evaluators.
The past few years for me have been a remembering, a putting together of pieces I
had lost (or never quite found). Fragments
of myself forgotten in the messy end of a
decade-long relationship; in the restraints
of my corporate career; in contortions with
my family. Truths hinted at in the process of
falling in love again and becoming a mother;
treasures excavated from my mind’s
shadowlands.
And what had I forgotten? That feminine
unformed, unspoken, intuitive knowing
is sacred, and generally discarded in our
present day culture. I’ve been struck recently
by how much #SuccessfulModernWomanTM
is resembling #ToxicMasculinity: Be the
boss, assert your position, take a stand,
‘lean in’, get on the ‘30 under 30’ list, grab
that promotion, show them your balls...
Sound familiar? I admit I was a fully signed
up member of the Overachievers Club President of this, Representative of that,
Youngest Ever blahblahblah...

And even as I relinquish unshakeable
conviction – my own as well as others’ - I
have also become more comfortable with
the paradox of wisdom - knowing less, and
learning more...or is it the other way around?
My sincere hope for us all is that we move
in the direction of less outward certainty
and more inward inquiry. I hope that this
openness, curiosity and self-exploration
ricochets throughout our cultural discourse,
because it’s so desperately needed. I hope
that we recognise ourselves as fractals of an
equally valid expression, as jewels in Indra’s
Net. So when you’re next invited to have an
opinion, take a side or denounce ‘the other’,
I invite you to pause for a moment and
reflect on what part of you - what part of
us - you might be relegating to the shadows,
and what gold you might find there.

Well, I’m here to announce that my mind has
taken a different turn, I’m waving the flag
for Radical Quietness!
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As I’m discovering how multifaceted my own internal world is,
I’ve grown ever more suspicious of
the strongly asserted statements
filling our public forums, of
endless reams of conjecture stated
as fact.

#radicalquietness #inwardinquiry
#sacredfeminineintui t ion

40. Love in the t ime of a global pandemic
Inmaculada Avomo ESONO KIEBIYENE
(Equatorial Guinea/Germany) is a diplomat from Equatorial Guinea

currently working in Berlin, having previously served in the Equatoguinean team to the
Security Council in New York. Inmaculada is a sociologist and business graduate whose
areas of focus are humanitarian matters, human rights, social and cultural affairs.
The pandemic has not only impacted my
life and those of the people I love, friends
and family, but has also influenced my
understanding of romantic love. After three
years with my partner - the first two long
distance between New York and Malaga - we
lived our first year together from lockdown
to lockdown. On our way to Equatorial
Guinea the first pandemic border closure
found us stranded in Órgiva, a small town
near Granada, home to my boyfriend’s
grandmother. The second lock down found
us in Malabo, with my parents.
In Órgiva we lived in a 35 square meter loft
without windows. Within these four walls
our true coexistence as a couple began.
Having not really lived together before,
we had not seen the negative aspects
of our relationship, not had to analyze
ourselves, to understand and resolve our
incompatibilities, most of which were
rooted in our own cultural differences. The
role of women in the home, use of language,
freedom of expression, even daily events
like family lunches were the differences we
encountered.
In my Fang culture the woman is considered
the main caretaker of the family and all
that comes with it: the administration
of the house, the care and feeding of the
children and the extended family, the
housework. With my partner’s family I lived
as a different type of woman; each member
of his family had a role and everyone
participated. Domestic work and chores
were not solely the preserve of women.

Despite the fact that Equatorial Guinea was
a Spanish colony and Spanish its official
language, colloquialisms and even the
meaning of some words are different, which
could lead to misunderstandings. Beyond
language itself, the topics discussed with
parents were very different. Especially
at lunchtime my partner spoke with his
parents about current affairs; all topics
were allowed, and his parents listened to
and respected his points of view. Although
my own parents respect my views, there are
certain “adult” issues (many conservative
Equatoguinean parents do not consider
their children as adults) on which my
opinions are not sought. I just have to listen.
These cultural differences, although
difficult to navigate, did not impede our life
as a couple or our ability to coexist with our
respective families.

Although the pandemic
precipitated the intensity of
our love, it forced me to open
my mind more, become more
receptive and allow space for
my partner and I to develop
our own language and culture
of love, which we will refine together
from Berlin and beyond. Hopefully.

#beingawoman #loveandfamily
#languageoflove #cultureoflove
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41. F inding int imacy and clari ty
Baff AKOTO

(Ghana/United Kingdom) is an artist and

filmmaker whose work has been exhibited at London’s Institute of Contemporary Art
(ICA) and the British Film Institute in their Experimenta strand for “works by artists
that revolutionise and reshape our vision of the cinematic moving image”. Raised in
Accra and London he has since lived in Kampala and Madrid. His travels throughout the
African continent, Southern Europe, South America and the Caribbean have broadened
his interactions with African Diaspora globally. It is these encounters which form the
conceptual bedrock of his artistic practice.

This COVID-19 pandemic moment is both
infinite and residual - as will be its impact
on our lives.
Personally, like many others, the lockdowns
and social distancing has meant a stronger
bonding with my children. This was an
unanticipated effect of this unusual moment.
We’ve got to know each other in renewed
and more intimate ways because of the
limited opportunities to “escape” to school
or work. This fact has forced a 360 degree
appraisal of our relationships with those
who matter to us, and to observe ourselves
through different lenses.

reliably travel schedule travel, have framed
my thinking around the form my future
work may take. The reality around us
has changed so much and as such it has
influenced how we need and want to engage
with films.
I want to venture further into immersive
filmmaking or XR (the use of a combination
of augmented, virtual, or mixed reality).
Thus, I am looking forward to exploring
processes such as virtual and volumetric
production techniques (3D) because they
allow us to engage with the intimacy we
crave.

I would like to think that
this prolonged intimacy and
mutual observation will lead
to us “seeing” each other with
more clarity and insight than
the pace of modern life, prepandemic, would ordinarily
allow.
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Professionally, as an artist, the pandemic
has also brought greater clarity. Clarity
of focus moving forward. The unexpected
nature and
difficulties of this period, such as not being
able to exhibit work traditionally or keep a

#int imacy #mutualobservat ion
#clari tyofpurpose

42. Rust - A COV ID-19 Reflect ion
Dorothy Oye ADU-AMANKWAH (Ghana/
United States) is an aspiring poet-physician. She is passionate about

storytelling, mental health access and humanizing medicine. She was born in Ghana and
emigrated to the United States when she was 11 years old.Health, and she was recently
nominated into the Advancing Culturally-Responsive and Equitable (ACE) Evaluation
Network to join a community of racially and ethnically diverse evaluators.

At the beginning of the pandemic I noticed
that, after repeatedly wiping the door
handle with Clorox, its golden shine was
beginning to fade. As I observed this reality
the word “rust” painted a vivid image
in my mind. I began to swirl the word
on my tongue and in my brain until the
significance of its metaphor translated into
the reality of the times we are living in.
Our present reality is only revealing the
rust of our generation, how inequality
divides our world and how justice remains
corroded by injustice. In responding to this
metaphoric revelation, I realized there are
two options: to gaze and taste or to glance
and forget.

I am afraid of living in a time
when rust just becomes rust,
when the rust no longer
reminds us of what is broken
and bitter about the world we
find ourselves in.
Will we then become passersby at our own
deaths and the deaths of others around us?
We cannot afford to shy away from what
is bitter. Rather, we must learn to savor it,
to question its flavor and to wonder at the
whys that have brought us to this bitterness.
From savoring the bitter, tangy, persistent
rust, we will see cracks of our history.

They are many, including the crack of
colonization on the African continent
and its twisted connection to racism on
the American continent. Or the cracks of
gender inequality, child abuse, and human
trafficking.
I fear the plight of many of us is that
we embrace busyness to keep us from
discovering all that is corroding. Yet the act
of repairing and of harmonizing begins with
gazing. We fear the quiet moments of life
and fear that silently and deeply staring into
the being of another person may jar us into
remembering the brokenness of our world.
The bitter, tangy rust of humanity. But only
through a life of reflection, both internally
and externally can the work of healing
commence.

#injust ice #healing
#COV ID-19
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43. Friends reach out
Thaís SENA (Brazil) is an English teacher, a Pedagogy undergraduate
and most recently a Revolutionary Pedagogy student.

It has been tough. I feel I’ve forgotten how
to have fun, forgotten that it is actually
possible to have fun, feel sometimes that
I’m letting myself go. But the very cause of
my rage and disappointment sometimes
takes me out of this discomfort zone I’ve
created for myself: human beings.
My mornings are usually about trying to
wake up early and get my priorities in order:
reading, exercising, writing. Making sure
my pets are alive and fed and, only then,
starting to work. I feel like I’m trying to live
on autopilot. No, not trying, just doing it
because I didn’t even realize it until I started
talking about it.

for Black children. And a friend asked me
about Black female environmentalists in
Brazil or Latin America.

But then a friend reaches out. Yesterday, it
was a friend who just started talking to me
about aromatherapy and the courses she has
taken to learn more about her femininity
on Kemet principles. The day before it was
actually my students who made me smile
through a very tough day. Today it is a friend
with whom I’m going to have an online
dinner.

It is hard to be optimistic, but today I am
willing to try.

And you know what this meant to me? It
meant that I have Black people around me
who can see a future, who know we are
overcoming this disease. Not all of us. But
not all of us are dying either.

And African heritage has
taught us that when one of us
survives, we are all there.

It’s been hard seeing how Black bodies in
Brazil and elsewhere are never safe. How
you could do everything right and still be
murdered. How you could be a kid, inside
your own house, doing your homework, and
still be murdered. How you could simply go
out to pick up some food you ordered and
end up murdered.
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And yet these times have also proved how
many people are interested in keeping our
bodies alive. Just last week I learned about
a number of Black women researchers
engaged in improving the education system

#friendshipssavelives
#blackfriendsmatter #BLM
#BlackBrazilians
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